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Editorial
Lidija Pecotić

Welcome to the Third issue of GESTALT TODAY
MALTA: International Interdisciplinary Journal in
the Field of Psychotherapy.
Significant topics, that in our opinion will interest our readers, have been selected for
this issue. Beginning with the history of Gestalt Psychotherapy in Malta together with
the successful results in the field of the politics of our profession, to contemporary
debates in the theory of Gestalt Psychotherapy and through to publishing muchneeded research in the field.
The interviews in our Journal are becoming a tradition. Mikela Gonzi, Gestalt
Psychotherapist, and Clinical Psychologist never stops to impress us with her skills,
this time as an interviewer of Charles Cassar, Gestalt Psychotherapist, President of
MAP and EAP. This exchange of two well-established psychotherapists came at a time
where the development of our profession and its politics deserves to be highlighted.
It is a time that is appropriate to acknowledge and share how we have travelled and
arrived to where we are today. Charles Cassar is no doubt, one of the most significant
figures in the process of defining and legalizing our profession, not only in Malta but
internationally. His vocation and determination to finalize the historical goal for our
profession to be recognized and accredited in the world, is endless.
   
Recently we had the honour to be in professional communication with two very
inspiring authors and contributors to the history and the present development of
Gestalt Psychotherapy, Hans Peter Dreitzel and Dan Bloom. Their ideas about the
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phenomena and concepts in Gestalt Psychotherapy such as ground, introjects,
aesthetics of between and its clinical value, unfold in front of our readers, inspiring
us and teaching us. One of the most significant consequences of contemporary
writing in the field of Gestalt Psychotherapy is the increasing need for research in
the field. An explosion of theory and themes in Gestalt literature in the recent years
calls for a deserved balance and ground through qualitative and quantitative research,
in order to support or otherwise, the growing content and theories in contemporary
literature that we are being exposed to. In the recent development and establishment
of higher academic programs, at different International Gestalt Training Institutions in
Malta, North Macedonia, Bosnia and Hercegovina and Serbia, our enthusiastic Gestalt
colleagues started research projects in different areas of specialisation in the field as
part of their professional Doctorate in Gestalt Psychotherapy. The weight and meaning
of this can only be understood through the appreciation of our history and roots as a
profession leading up to where we are today. A place that is the fruit of ongoing hard
work and constant dedication to our growing profession.
Unavoidable these days, simple and profound is Emilija Stoimenova Canevska’s
contribution to the academic domains of Gestalt Psychotherapy and its applicability
in different contexts of the human community. Her writing on organizations and
interest in intercultural affairs shifts a contemporary interest towards recognizing and
empowering different cultures into the more spiritual dimension of this phenomenon,
which is “Between the Cultures”.
  
Finally, much respect goes to the research of Rose Galea and Mikela Gonzi for exploring
the theme of older life, being elderly, loss of memory, the power of reminiscence and
the never-ending capacity and ways of contact, to heal.
We hope that this Issue will inspire our readers, particularly our students of Gestalt
Psychotherapy, in their Becoming a Psychotherapist. A beautiful process, that is now
the title of our next, III International Interdisciplinary Gestalt Congress, which is soon
approaching and will take place from the 12th to the 15th of September, 2019, in
Skopje, North Macedonia.
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On Becoming a Recognised
Psychotherapy Profession in Malta:
An Interview with Charles Cassar
Charles Cassar Psychotherapist, President of MAP and EAP
Interview by Mikela Gonzi
Gestalt Psychotherapist and Clinical Psychologist

Charles, thank you for accepting to be interviewed. I believe that this year was
an important one in establishing our profession. I hope that this interview could,
in some way capture the story that led up to where we are at present. It is now
part of our identity as psychotherapists and the ground from which we now
work and find our way forward as professionals. You have doubtlessly played a
very important part in this and, to me, this interview is a form of recognition and
appreciation for your dedication to this whole lengthy process.
I’d like to start by asking, how you would describe psychotherapy today in Malta? Where
are we now as a profession?
As one might be aware the Psychotherapy Profession Act was enacted last year on the
15th of September, 2018. This law, specifies in a concrete way the criteria for becoming
a psychotherapist and states who is a psychotherapist, establishing a regulated
framework within which a psychotherapist can practice in Malta. It is difficult to explain
where we are today, without mentioning the beginning.
Yes, having a background would give more weight to understanding where we are today.
If you had to describe the social and political scenario back then, in terms of educational
standards, recognition, employment and regulation of the profession, how would you
describe the field of psychotherapy in its beginnings in Malta?
It all started in 1996, over 20 years ago, where the first post-graduate psychotherapy
institute was established in Malta, the Gestalt Psychotherapy Training Institute Malta
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(GPTIM). At that time psychotherapy proper was not regulated by any means. Practically,
back then, other professions could claim that they could practice psychotherapy.
After the first group of GPTIM students graduated, the need was felt to form an
association that could represent psychotherapists and address emerging needs. The
Malta Association for Psychotherapy (MAP) was established and was inaugurated by
Alfred Pritz, the then secretary of the European Association for Psychotherapy (EAP),
who, while in Malta, stated that a European Certificate for Psychotherapy (ECP), was in
the process of being created. This would enable the holder of such a certificate to show
that he or she acquired the required standard. The first generation of psychotherapy
graduates availed themselves of such a process having something in hand now, to
confirm their qualification.
This was not enough! Having a certificate that states that one did achieve the criteria
of becoming a psychotherapist does not mean that his profession and status is legally
recognised.
The first president of the MAP was Ian Refalo who worked hard to establish the
association and its formation. When I became president of MAP two years later, I had a
vision – that of establishing our profession in line with the 1990 Strasbourg Declaration.
This declaration states, in particular, that “Psychotherapy is an independent scientific
discipline, the practise of which represents an independent and free profession” and
that “access to training is through various preliminary qualifications in particular human
and social sciences” (Strasbourg, October 21st, 1990).
What was declared then, has finally been achieved last year with the enactment of the
Psychotherapy Act that now reflects the original vision that I had.
It is clear that to you, the social and political aspect of the field of psychotherapy is an
integral part of its own development and is important in establishing its autonomy and
recognition as a profession – both in Malta and internationally.
How did you come to recognise this initially? What was missing back then and how many
years does this take us back to?
Over 20 years ago, psychotherapy was not yet seen as independent. Other professionals
also questioned whether psychotherapy is scientific. Also, at the time, entry criteria
to psychotherapy training programmes was limited mainly to psychology, social work
and very few other undergrad degrees, and was not open to the many other human
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and social sciences that exist today. This reality was also the case in other countries,
were the medical model had a strong hold within the health and psychosocial sectors,
leading to conflict amongst professionals when other approaches and modalities
emerged. Standardisation, regulation and employment of our profession were being
strongly influenced by such political undercurrents, conflicts and agendas.
Achieving the vision that I had was no easy task. When I took the presidency, MAP
immediately embarked on a rigorous campaign with the government at the time to
lobby the necessity that such a profession be regarded as an independent profession
in itself. Discussions and lobbying continued for a number of months.
Psychotherapy was formally accepted as a profession complimentary to medicine by
the former Minister of Health, Dr Louis Deguara. This was the first step. Psychotherapy
was in this way, recognised within the Maltese legal framework.
It took more than a year to establish the criteria that enables one to be accepted on the
Council for the Professions Complimentary to Medicine (CPCM) Register. At the time
the training provided by GPTIM was accepted as relevant to acquiring a permission
to practice under the Health Act within the CPCM that falls under the Health Ministry.
This meant that psychotherapy was accepted as a profession that is integral to the
health sector, yet was still considered as complimentary and not autonomous in itself,
different to what the Strasbourg declaration states. Notwithstanding this was part
of the strategy to arrive at where we are today, an autonomous legally recognised
profession.
I can see that strategy was important for you over the years. During the process leading
up to where we find ourselves today, several psychotherapists felt that they were not
informed enough about what was going on. Your silence and that of the MAP may have
left a gap which gave rise to much speculation, projection and misinterpretations during
the build up to the parliamentary debates and processes.
What was going on during that time and what would you tell psychotherapists today
about that period of silence?
Since then, for around 15 years, MAP strategically thought politically fit to work towards
its ideal in silence. Naturally this silence was interpreted as MAP hardly being active and
was experienced as minimally in touch with its members. However, this was a strategic
decision. It has to be appreciated that one should not put the cards unless you have a
winning hand.
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Throughout those years, much work was being done. Institutes all over Europe were being
accredited by EAP. It is pertinent to state that GPTIM was the first institute to be accredited
in 2005. It is no coincidence that this happened. Constant collaboration was taking place
between MAP and GPTIM both at a national level and a European one. Other higher
education training institutions joined the process during this time, such as the Institute for
Family Therapy (IFT) and the University of Malta.
During the period that psychotherapy was within the CPCM, it was practically invisible.
It was there but not recognised at par with other professions who enjoyed being fully
fledged within the job market. Psychotherapists had to work privately. Psychotherapists
were not recognised or employed by the government or related care services, bar in
exceptional circumstances.
With the national establishment of the NCFHE in 2012, all higher education training
institutes were given the opportunity to formally accredit the institution itself and also,
all the programmes offered. This meant that programmes offered had to be tailored
in such a way that modules offered and their weight in terms of ECTs and core
competences could become clear to all, in such a way that recognition of training and
competency became universally standardised.
Two years ago, when I became Vice President of EAP, we embarked on a campaign with
the European Classification of Skills, Competences, Occupations and Qualifications
(ESCO) to establish that psychotherapy becomes considered by the EU as an
independent profession in line with the Strasbourg Declaration. This was accepted and
formalised a few weeks prior to the first reading of the Psychotherapy law in Malta.
This, together with the NCFHE process, gave us impetus to push the profession to
where we are today. We are in a place in which psychotherapists are now visible
not only in the local scene but throughout Europe. Psychotherapists are now being
employed in practically all government institutions, agencies and NGOs.
Having said that unfortunately, as far as employment is considered, the law is not yet fully in
sync with the government health sector who have not yet begun employing psychotherapists
proper. This is a pity since psychotherapists are a useful resource in this sector, a sector that
many times lacks enough trained staff to respond to the needs of patients.
It is pertinent to state that Malta was the first country to have the law in accordance
with the Strasbourg declaration. Since then, other countries are following suit. I hope
that MAP members will now understand the chosen strategy of silence.
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What is your vision now as President of the EAP and of the MAP?
My present vision as President of the EAP is to help other countries achieve what we
achieved here. In fact, Croatia now has its own psychotherapy law, and I visited other
countries that are in the process of having an exclusive psychotherapy law.
What does all this mean to you, also in terms of being a gestalt psychotherapist
yourself?
What makes us different to anyone else is that we human beings have the capacity to
dream. My dream was to see my beloved profession earning what it deserves. It took
many years and a lot of struggle, ups and downs, conflicts, constant lobbying, being
tactful and strategic. All this is draining. However, no pain no gain! I feel satisfied.
Last week I met a practising psychotherapist in a specialised governmental area,
who, while introducing me to other staff, emotionally emphasised “this person was
instrumental… a lot of us are now earning more than a thousand euro a year due to
having a warrant”. I was touched by this. Being strategic for so many years one has to
put the emotional element aside obviously to focus on the outcome. Such an incident
brought back my humanity seeing that I made a difference in other person’s lives.
I truly appreciate how these socio-political aspects of the profession: the accreditation,
standardisation, regulation, employment and so on, make a huge difference in
psychotherapists personal and professional life. Many psychotherapists struggled
hugely simply to be seen and recognised for their value and professionality. You
have contributed fully to bring us to where we are today. Thank you for constantly
persevering towards achieving the vision you had for all of us.
A crucial part of your approach in bringing the profession of psychotherapy to the
foreground, both nationally and at a European level, was your strong believe in educating
people, particularly those in authority positions, through informative lobbying. Can you tell
us something about this? Did it come easily or did it take long years of patient endeavours?
In politics one has to appreciate that this is a political issue, with a big ‘P’ and a small
‘p’. One does not only be a tactician but a strategist. To persuade or convince a person
in authority to see and accept your cause as worth placing on the political agenda, one
has to be aware about the political intricacies of the cause, and propose it in such a
way that it would be foolish not to accept such a cause when it would be beneficial for
the person in authority himself, the government and for the country.
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Throughout, it also became evident that not all persons in authority knew exactly what
psychotherapy is, so the lobbying needed to include providing such information and
drawing on analogies that they could easily understand. Ironically if I had to collect all
analogies, I’d write a book!
This consequently aided in defining the profession further in the eyes of the persons
in such positions. Now one can say that due to this process, psychotherapy is more
defined in the Maltese socio-political field.
What were the biggest struggles encountered throughout these processes?
The bureaucracy of the existent status quo. Meaning the resistance offered by other
professions to protect their territory which was a reality both in Malta and beyond.
Not to mention that the process towards regulating the profession started with Social
Policy Minister Lawrence Gonzi in the 90s and ended with Social Policy Minister
Michael Falzon in September, 2018, but in between there were Hon. Ministers Louis
Deguara, Joe Cassar, Marie Louise Coleiro and Michael Farrugia! So, the biggest
struggle was the feeling of starting all over again with each minister and with each
change in government, yet in reality, what really was happening was a step by step
process leading up to where we are today.
If you had to give any tips to other countries about how to go about pushing the
psychotherapy profession to the foreground, primarily towards regulating the profession
in their country, what would these suggestions be?
Associations promoting a psychotherapy law in their local country, need to first be
aware of the politics of psychotherapy in itself, meaning, being in a position to answer
the questions: What are we? Where do we come from? What is our identity, roots and
our being?
Second, is to be aware of the political field in which that association operates, be
patient and strike in silence.
What would you say to students who are in the process of becoming psychotherapists
in relation to our history and roots?
Unless we know where we come from, we cannot go anywhere.
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Basically, psychotherapy is a profession that emanates from the interplay between
philosophy and psychology where each modality has its own conceptual philosophical
ground that incorporates the universal understanding of the emotive cognitive
behavioural aspects of human nature as a whole within the psychological paradigm.
Students have to understand that this profession carries a lot of responsibility and
unless they know themselves well, they cannot know others let alone help them.
On the local sphere students have to dream and start participating actively in
psychotherapy associations in order that psychotherapy will remain alive by evolving
with time.
Students are the future of such a process.
We are coming to the end of this interview. Are there any persons within the psychotherapy
context whom you feel where an important part of this process and whom you would like
to mention?
I would like to end with thanking all those involved in supporting the way forward,
particularly the MAP Committee and members that gave us constant support, higher
education institution directors, the Hon. Minister Michael Falzon and so many people
who helped to arrive to where we are today, whether in a practical or a silent way.
Thank you, Charles. I wish you the best in all your endeavours as psychotherapist and as
President of the MAP and the EAP.

Charles Cassar

Gestalt psychotherapist, Founder and President of MAP
 harles Cassar has been a practising Gestalt psychotherapy in private practice as
C
a registered Maltese and European certified psychotherapist for the past eighteen
years. For the past fourteen years, he has been the Chair of the NUOC within the EAP
(European Association of Psychotherapy) and a Member of the Executive Committee
of EAP. He has lately been elected as Vice President/President Elect of the EAP. He
has held the position of President for the Malta Association of Psychotherapists (MAP)
for the past eighteen years, to date. As President of MAP he has been actively and
strongly engaged in lobbying for legislation which would regulate the profession.  
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After graduating with an honours degree in psychology, Charles went on to pursue a
diploma and eventually a Masters’ degree in Gestalt psychotherapy. He is also a certified
supervisor. Before taking psychotherapy as his main profession, Charles held various posts
in the aviation and maritime industries, where he worked mostly in strategic management
and human resources. He has been engaged in several consultancy projects involving
organisational analysis and consultancy with local and international companies. He has
also been invited to lead workshops and lecture on topics related to psychotherapy
in the Ukraine and in other local organizations in different occupational spheres.
Due to his experience and interest in strategic management, he has also
been engaged in political assignments which he deals with from a psychotherapeutic
point of view. In the local Maltese context, he is at present holding various government
appointments, which continue to contribute to his exposure and experience in dealing
with delicate situations and achieve results in an efficient and effective manner.
At the moment he is filling the below positions in the Maltese context:
•
•
•
•

Deputy Chairman of the Public Contracts Review Board within the Ministry of
Finance. This board reviews complaints in relation to public procurement.
Secretary to the Bio-Ethics Board within the Ministry of Health, he is part of a
team of professionals who create proposals for legislation in relation to bio-ethical
matters.
Member of the Board taking care of Parole within the Ministry of the Interior, where
inmates’ behaviour is assessed and analysed with the aim of deciding whether
parole should be granted or not.
Member of the Commission for Domestic Violence within the Ministry of Equality.
This board makes proposals to draft legislation and conducts research on domestic
violence in the Maltese context.
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The Sabotaging of Introjects:
Some thoughts about processing
introjects in Gestalt therapy in a
changing culture
Hans Peter Dreitzel

Summary
The article presents a clarification of the significance of the concepts of introjection and
introject in Gestalt therapy and some suggestions as to how they can be processed in
therapy. The author presents the thesis that the "royal road" to processing the natural but
unconscious sabotage of introjections is to support them therapeutically. Based on some
sociological observations about the present state of our Western civilization he emphasizes
the importance to differentiate between neurotic introjections and healthy internalizations.

Keywords
introjection, introject, internalization, values, standards of civilization.

1. The difference between introjection and assimilation
Introjection and projection are the two terms of the contacting process that the
founders of Gestalt therapy adopted from Freudian psychoanalysis, in which they were
originally trained. They integrated them into the theoretical framework of their new
form of psychotherapy using them for defining two types of interrupting the contacting
process between individuals and their environments. (Perls, Hefferline, Goodman,
1952) In the following text quoted as PHG, using only the most recent edition of 1994.
Since in the Gestalt approach neurotic contact interruptions were seen as processes that
occur at the contact boundary PHG focused at first on the process of introjection rather
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than on its result, the introjects. The basic idea was that the human organism, which is
always embedded in its environment and dependent on exchange with that environment,
has to take into itself material objects (e.g. food) and symbolic objects (e.g. language)
if it wants to survive. If this process of incorporation is to lead to an enrichment and
strengthening of the psychophysical organism, that is, if it is to be assimilated, it must
involve the destruction of the gestalt of the object encountered. In other words, the food
must be chewed and the non-material aspects of the environment need to be broken
down and critically analyzed. Only with the aid of these aggressive functions - this was
the hypothesis - can the input from the environment be assimilated, i.e., culminate in a
nourishing adjustment to the physical and mental digestive abilities of the person. Or
else: “In introjection the neurotic justifies as normal what the concentrating self feels as
an alien body it wants to disgorge”, as PHG expressed it (PHG, 1994, p. 243).
Forty years after the first publication of PHG’s book Joel Latner specified:
“Thus we avoid the aggressive digestive labor, the tearing, and separating and
destroying which is an important part of making things our own. We slip out of the
obligation to assess what we encounter in the light of our own values, needs and
circumstances. Instead we swallow them just as they are given, hook, line, and sinker.
As with projection introjection sets the boundary not between ourselves and the
environment, but between one part of ourselves and another. (…) If our lives are based
on what we have introjected, our behavior may well be vague and colorless, our figures
lacking the incisiveness and definition which come from using our own compasses
to guide ourselves. We will seem inauthentic to others, and we are. We are almost
believable; what we say and do is nearly heartfelt, but not quite. (To the extent that what
is termed‘superego’ represents values that are incorporated in this fashion, we see it as
a constellation of introjects.)” (Latner, 1992, p. 38).
Importantly Latner mentions here the “superego” which in Freund’s original version
was to be integrated into the ego-structure of the personality – an idea inspired and
strengthened by Freud’s disappointment and growing pessimism after the First World
War - while in Gestalt Therapy super-ego was originally seen as a “constellation
of introjects”. PHG had good reasons for their decision, and with it especially their
emphasis on the role of the aggressive functions of the self has proved useful in Gestalt
therapeutic practice. In this sense I support the classical view of introjection as defined
by PHG and supported by Gestalt therapists until this day. Whether this understanding
needs to be revisited in regard to present day changes in Western societies – and I will
strictly reserve my observations here to those (!) – I will discuss later in this text.
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Another more recent definition of introjection says; “Introjection: interruption during full
excitement and through habitual inhibition of needs (German: “Verlangen” - my translation)
(Hutterer-Krisch & Amendt-Lyon, 2004, p. 159). However, the way F .Perls made "oral
aggression" central to his theory (Perls, 1947) has lead to an over-emphasis on the
paradigmatic significance of the process of eating by him. As a result, he and his trainees
often had to distinguish between healthy and neurotic introjection. One consequence of this
was that, analyses of the development of non-material introjects paid too little attention to the
role of the aggressive functions in learning. In my view it makes more sense to use the clinical
concepts of introjection and introject to refer exclusively to neurotic phenomena, and I will
do so in this article. Thus seen, processes of critical learning and food ingestion by chewing
sufficiently before swallowing and thus can be assimilated, are by definition healthy.
Another unfortunate consequence of this unclear use of terms consists in calling
people who tend to introject neurotically "introjectors", as, for example, the Polsters
did throughout their influential book on Gestalt therapy (Polster & Polster, 1987).This
would suggest to go back to talking about personality characteristics again, rather
than about a process that takes place at the contact boundary.
Yet in contemporary Gestalt therapy practice the work with introjects seems to be a
matter of fact needing little discussion. Simon Stafford-Townsend for instance in his
blog (The Bristol Therapist, 2018, Tag: May 15) says; “One of the arch villains of Gestalt
therapy is the word >should< because >should< is treated as a dogwhistle term for
introjection, and if gestalt had a Wanted: Dead or Very Dead list introjects would be
towards the top.”
In Gestalt theory, on the other hand, Gordon Wheeler attempted a post-modern turn
leading him in regard to the notion of introjecting to claim that the “texts”, or rather
in dialogical therapy the “tales”, our patients should be encouraged to tell, reveal
the truth of their subjective experience of living with introjects (Wheeler, 2000, Part 4,
“The narrative Self”). This is in a way a truism, for supporting the tales people have
to tell is and should be genuine part of all psychotherapeutic work oriented by depth
psychology in its endeavor to dig out the unconscious or half conscious parts of their
life experience. But even if the therapist is an attentive listener to the story he will be
participating in a construction as all biographic stories are constructions in the interest
of helping decision making in actual life situations – not least by trying to convince
powerful partners. Subjective truth is a social construction always influenced by real or
imagined power relations (Berger & Luckmann, 1967).
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2. Causes and effects of changes in the process of introjection today
But of course disturbances, introjections, that is, do occur, and their immediate cause
is always to be sought in a weakness in the aggressive ego functions currently available
to the self. In babies, who do not yet have teeth or critical faculties, such weaknesses
are a normal developmental phenomenon, whereas when they occur in adults, some
explanation is needed.
The current state of society promotes an erosion of our positive aggressive forces. In
the world of work it is caused by the pressure of capitalist conditions of labor like the
exploitation of part-time and contract workers, the realistic fear of loosing one’s job
through globalization, digitalization and the threatening prospects for many people of
sliding into poverty in old age. Together the media and the advertising industry intensify
the wear and tear, with a flood of seductive and addictive images and language that
tends to obscure the information that consumers need, rather than rendering it clearer.
The more a person's capacity to process the stimuli that assail them from outside in
an active and participative way, i.e. their capacity for what Gestalt therapy calls creative
adjustment, dwindles, the more the person will tend to introject fragments of a complex
reality that they can no longer piece together to form a gestalt. This widespread fatigue
then results in a spreading general confusion, which can lead us to devalue what is
factual, even the truth of facts in general. This simply adds to the confusion, until finally
it can only find an outlet in excesses of rage and hate and the crazy conspiracy theories
we find in the new media on the internet. Today in this new field of introjects we are
more likely to find confusing, disconnected fragments of information and opinions than
the rules, dictates and taboos which were the typical contents of people's introjections
in Perls' and Goodman's time. What’s more: in this confusion about a more and more
complex world people who tend to project: conspiracy theories are just one example.
Others convert to fundamentalist religions or adopt political ideologies or just hate the
“establishment” or the “elites” or just “the system” in Washington.
Sometimes, however, a closer look reveals a difficult to understand combination
of family induced introjects of achievement orientations (the old fashioned “father”
introjects which still exist) with an attempt to escape the confusion in idealized images
from alternate experiences. One such patient of mine wanted partout become the
director of a German school in some exotic country, to be above teaching duties which
he despises but with all the adventures of a foreign culture He managed to get such a
job in an Arabic country although he does not speak the local language and therefore
could not communicate with most of his fellow teachers and the parents of his students.
In the background his father, in a top position of a giant international corporation,
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constantly pressed his son for better achievements, who is, however, a college teacher
in a secure permanent position in Germany, on leave in an African country. That is he
is part of the affluent educated middle class. This man has now developed a severe
depression which forced him to give up this job and return home. He experiences now
himself as a complete failure, grotesquely also for his felt inability to communicate
although it never occured to him that he would need at least some command of Arabic
for this job. Thus the older forms of introjection have not lost their importance.
Today we also observe another risk of introjection that arises from changes in the cultural
beliefs of our society, that is to be found in the c development of gender relationships. The
changes that have taken place in the status of women are probably the greatest cultural
transformation that western societies have undergone in the last half-century - a relatively
short period of time. It is not yet possible to fully predict what consequences this will have.
Here again we find an ambivalent situation arising as the principles that have traditionally
determined the role of women and men in society have dissolved. At least the younger
generation of women have now said goodbye to the old guiding principles that they
formerly had internalized - woman as the caring handmaid in the household and family but must now contend with the irreconcilable aspects of realizing all their liberated wishes.
Men, in contrast, are torn between the loss or fragmentation of the old role models which
mainly had to do with the fact that they are on average physically stronger than women
and therefore have a greater capacity to fight. These advantages have now been rendered
more or less obsolete by machines, but still haunt them in the form of eroded introjects.
They are experimenting with new roles as fathers and lovers on equal terms, in which
they still lack confidence. And as if these difficulties were not already energy- and libidosapping enough, the recognition of same-sex desire and the existence of many people
with biologically or psychologically unclear gender affiliation adds to the confusion.
In addition to these "modern forms” of introjection we still of course have its classical
"objects", i.e. values and rules of conduct, prohibitions and taboos that can still become
introjects today, although here there have also been changes, as we shall see. In our
Western societies there are also multi-cultural forms of introjection, including the "oldfashioned" introjects which are generally rooted in religion or the family. These often
have an influence on political controversies on an unconscious level and their effects
are especially destructive when they are still firmly established in institutions, as is the
case with the oath of celibacy, without which it is hard to understand the appallingly
high level of child abuse among the Roman Catholic clergy. Therapists faced with
a God introject have a particularly difficult task. Any therapist who has worked with
priests or pastors will confirm that. Refugees from uneducated Islamic backgrounds
may present us with similar difficulties because these backgrounds have not reached
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the level of internal secularization of the faith (disappearance of belief in the devil,
fear of purgatory and worldly conceptions of paradise) that has been attained in the
European West.
We tend to have less difficulty with introjects that arise in a person's family of origin,
since in these cases the parental introjects are often already weakened due to the
disappearing support of an extended family, personalized images of the parents
as adversaries, rising rates of divorce and separation, and personal emancipation
processes among young people. Such processes are often promoted by experiences
with other cultures. In such cases the introjects are not so firmly entrenched. It is easier
to mobilize doubt and therapeutic interventions are more likely to be successful if the
patient's positive aggressive functions are strengthened.
But – with a rising number of immigrants from African, Near East, and Asian countries
Europe experiences now a situation long familiar to immigration countries like the
States, Canada or Australia: immigrants come often from traditional cultures with
values that distinctly differ from Western ones, especially in regard to gender relations,
parental authority and ideas about justice.

3. Different types of introjects
For our therapeutic handling of introjects it is thus important to recognize which societal
milieus generally promote the tendency to introject and also what type of introject
we are concerned with. The most easily recognizable introjects are those that lead
people to be obsessional about complying with certain rules of conduct, which can
easily lead to neurotic obsessive-compulsive processes. However, a certain degree of
obsessive behavior is in fact socially desirable in many spheres of society where control,
monitoring and precision play an important role. Of course we all want to have security
when it comes to money matters and in road traffic, most of us also in cross-border
traffic and "traffic" with our sexual partners1. People who guard arms depots or places
where toxic materials are stored and also scientists doing research, for example, need
to be extremely reliable and meticulous. Wherever modern technology is involved, the
magnitude of the predictable consequences of negligent actions and even that of their
unpredictable consequences is potentially highly dangerous, and we must therefore
ask ourselves whether it might not in fact make it easier for the people entrusted with
such tasks if they have internalized these control virtues to a certain extent.
Transl. note: the literal translation of the German word for sexual intercourse is "sexual
traffic".
1
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However, that is only the case if they are able to limit the use of these behaviors
to the execution of the tasks for which they are useful and necessary. People who
bring their professional roles home with them and play the teacher, policeman
or bureaucrat at home, too, will damage their families and will themselves suffer
from their inability to be flexible. PHG thought this type of introjection as the main
problem affecting society in their time. (PHG, 1964 Part 2, IX) They felt that people
suppressed their own aggressive forces too much and tended to adjust to prescribed
societal roles too fast and without sufficient discrimination In other words, that they
were not flexible in how they managed behaviors imposed on them by society. It is
precisely the ability to adjust creatively to other tasks and spheres of self-realization
- on one's own initiative and not under pressure from society to be more productive that therapy must promote and strengthen, where ever. This applies, by the way, also
to the pressures to be more productive in therapy!
When working with introjects there is a particular difficulty with a special type of
introjects we may find in patients who may cling to their introjects even after having
given them due sober, rational consideration, that is, even after becoming aware of
them, because they are "good" or "make sense". The difficulty may even increase
when the therapist happens to agree with these values or convictions. For example,
someone who has introjected the idea that it is always good to live "healthily" either
from their parents or, more often, later on from living in milieus that promote a certain
identity and have become important to the person, can, controlled by this introject,
wear themselves out shopping in organic food shops and going to fitness centers.
Their lives then paradoxically may become unhealthy again precisely because of this
behavior, as if their own bodies do not know best what they need and what does them
good. However, this bodily knowledge needs to be brought to light by means of a high
level of awareness - and this is the task of Gestalt therapy in such cases.
Or, to give an example from my own circle of friends, when someone introjects the
conviction that we absolutely must reduce our carbon footprint in order to slow climate
change and that this is the ultimate moral imperative, then their whole lifestyle takes on
a highly fundamentalist tone. Introjects throttle the vitality of one’s own life and also sour
that of one’s friends and relatives with constant moral condemnations. In this case an
on both sides long yearned-for love relationship, which initially went very well, broke
up because the lover calculated the ecological costs of every loving action on the part
of his partner, thus rendering it impossible for the two of them to enjoy going on trips
together. In this case this was not a "good" introject (there is no such thing, anyway)
exercising its control, but an introjected moral attitude that destroyed all vitality. It did
nothing to prevent climate change and turned happiness in life into sadness. Gestalt
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therapy always focuses on increasing the aliveness of experiences. It does this by
strengthening the awareness, which intensifies the experience, not necessarily to the
detriment of the environment. (Cf. Dreitzel, 2018, p. 131-139)
Apart from new, fragmentary, part-introjects, the most difficult introjects are the deeprooted ones that exert an subtle "foreign" control over one's whole life and are like the
life scripts described in transactional analysis. This may begin harmlessly enough on
the surface yet slowly undermining all autonomous decision making, in family lives: As
Joseph C. Zinker reports vividly from his experience with family therapy (Zinker, 1994,
p. 121 /122):
“Agreements among family members are at best weak and without vitality. The
resulting behaviors are only half-appreciated and undervalued. Once the couple or
family gets to the restaurant, one person is not really hungry, another does not like the
cuisine, a third wants to go to the movies. The anticipated feast turns out to be a bore
at best, and a disaster at worst. A similar scenario and outcome can be extrapolated
for any family decision or activity; the problem here is a dysfunctional process rather
than an issue of content.
When awareness in a couple or family begins to gather energy, introjection is the lazy
system’s way of resisting the awareness. The idea or solution is force-fed by one and
swallowed whole by others. Introjection requires an investment of only a small amount
of energy instead of the greater energy need for the fire of questioning and argument.
Discussions and efforts at getting a ‘good fit’ for all take energy and time. Introjection
avoids the expansion of energy through arbitrary agreement. The family agrees not the
chew things over, and there is no investment made to get everyone on board.
As in projection introjection avoids lively discussions. The family values doing business
as usual, using old rules of thumb instead of creating new, updated ways of doing
things. Listlessness and lack of arousal are evident in such couples and families. A
sense of false security is achieved by keeping group awareness narrow, stable and
unchanged. Conformity to the rule result in a kind of communal slumber. As in the
main system so in the internal subsystems. Individuals in this type of family need to
conform to authority – for example parroting media and other influential sources and
so tend to do well in highly structured environments that do not require much creativity
or independent judgement. They usually are more concerned about ‘what the boss
will think’ rather than with making the right decision, since the ‘right decision’ in their
minds is predicated on ‘what the boss will think’. They swell the ranks of bureaucrats,
soldiers, and compulsive consumers.”
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Thus, the noxious effect can take its course gradually and almost unnoticed, only
to reveal its pernicious consequences later on. The subsequent generations of such
families then introject a whole lifestyle which is marked by a chronic tendency to choose
again and again the apparently easier option of introjecting, without resistance, goals,
action strategies, values and rules that have been passed down to them and become
rigidified in rules that seem to be set in stone and to which they adhere simply by virtue
of habit. As a result the potential of creative adjustment, the power of aggressively
getting to grips with what our environments have to offer us is rarely exploited to the
full and wastes away due to lack of practice and experience.
Children, teenagers and unemployed young people are by nature in a weaker position
vis à vis their parents from the start because they do not have the power and authority
or the energy and money to make decisions independently and then actually to put
them into action. In this situation they are, of course, particularly prone to developing
introjects that are then often a hindrance to them for the rest of their lives.
Let us take a modern example which one of my supervisees presented: a woman
whose father left her mother and disappeared without trace because her mother
had forced him to accept her wish to have a child against his will. At this point their
daughter was no more than a year old. From then on she grew up with her mother in
a purely female environment of aunts and girlfriends in which hostility towards men
was the rule. She has now been living with a man for 25 years with whom she has
two children, but whom she does not want to marry because she considers herself
to be "incapable of committing to a relationship" and because she is not able to have
satisfying sexual relations with him. Since she is afraid of completely subordinating
herself to him she cannot let go and allows their marital sex life gradually to become
nonexistent. Her frustrated husband reacts with withdrawal and a gradually deepening
depression, which prevents him from leaving her or finding other alternatives. It is easy
to imagine how this woman's lack of a father and the negative image of men that
she has introjected have developed into a destructive life script which also causes
unhappiness to her husband.
So far we have discussed five different types of introjects:
1) rules and norms of conduct
2) fragmented part-introjects of pieces of information or fleeting experiences
3) “reasonable” introjects
4) family or couple or other group: system introject life scripts based in
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Numerous other imbroglios can be found in the life histories of both women and men.
But it is not simply a question of rules and roles. A fifth type of introjects consist of
5) deep rooted basic introjects governing a tendency to fall into the grip of certain
neurotic processes. Not infrequently our patients life’s are governed by life-scripts
conscious to them only in so far as they suffer from them. Life scripts can be caused
by many different childhood and other life determining experiences. In my therapeutic
work I have found that behind the most important neurotic processes with which
people interrupt or undermine their healthy, lively contact processes again and again
there is usually a deeply rooted basic introject that creeps up on them from behind and
often takes complete subconscious control of how they lead their lives and how they
experience their world. (Dreitzel, 2018, p. 134 / 135, and Dreitzel, 2010, Charts 9 – 17)
These basic introjects are:
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Nobody is really interested in what I think and feel.
tendency to schizoid processes)
Whatever I experience, do or express, it makes no difference.
(
tendency to depressive proceceses)
There is a right way of doing everything, a correct procedure.
(
tendeny to obsessive-compulsive processes)
I will only be heard if I get dramatic; my questions will not be answered.
(
tendency to hysterical processes)
Every conflict I get involved in will lead to my being abandoned.
(
Neurotic anxiety processeses)
If I am afraid or show fear I will lose love and attention
(
tendency to psychopathic proceses)
Letting go means losing control and that results in loss of love.
(
tendeny to narcissistic process)
I can't stand life without my "drug" or my habit.
(
tendency to addictive proceses)
(

Such introjects are usually largely unconscious, but can be brought into awareness
relatively easily because the patients are familiar with the behaviors and moods to
which they lead. In therapy they need to be explicitly named and linked to the beliefs
that mask or that are expressed in them. This leads to an increase in awareness, but
does not go as far as dissolving the introjects! Two more things are necessary in the
practice of Gestalt therapy:
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1. We need to go back to the patients' early experiences in order to help them see
two things. First, they need to be aware that they have developed such beliefs as
creative adjustments to real and fundamental experiences. It is helpful for them to
understand that they subsequently introjected the beliefs because they proved to be
an effective means of orientation that was important for survival in situations of relative
powerlessness and helplessness.
2. Now as adults, patients need to mobilize their retroflected energy and use it to examine
and analyze these beliefs and above all to have new and more lively experiences.
Of course, this also applies to work on any introject, but when we are working with life
scripts in therapy we need to persevere with a lot of patience and persistence.
We also need to take into account that it is precisely these deeply rooted introjects that
are often projected, usually onto all or "most" people. For example, most people aren't
interested in their fellow human beings. Or those at the top do what they want in any
case! Or if you don't keep cool you're lost. ¨In such cases in therapy the best strategy
is to work on reviving the perceptual senses. For instance:
Patient:
Therapist:
Patient:
Therapist:
Patient:
Therapist:
Patient:
Therapist:
Patient:
Therapist:
Patient:
Therapist:
		
Patient:
Therapist:
		

Nobody is interested in me!
But I am interested in you,
You look tired. I think I'm boring you.
Please look at me. Look more closely! What do you see?
You're looking at me.
What are you seeing, how do you experience my eyes?
You look a bit tired.
Yes, it's been a long day. And what else do you see in my eyes?
Your eyes look attentive, sort of interested.
Yes, I think you are interesting.
But only as a case!
Nobody is just a case. Each of us is a human being with a history and
many experiences to tell!
What do you mean?
Would you like to tell me how you get the idea that nobody is 		
interested in you? Tell me your story!

And so on.
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So to begin with, what is helpful in therapeutic work with introjects depends on the type
of introject we are dealing with.
We have seen
1. that in response to the constantly increasing complexity of our life worlds there has
recently been a widespread tendency, promoted by the new media, to introject odd
pieces of information, images, half-truths and delusional conspiracy theories, and also
the prejudices associated with them;
2. that working groups, families and couples in which there is an avoidance of conflict
and a tendency towards confluence, are especially likely to introject unsatisfactory
rules, agreements or solutions to problems; this is often attributable to the milieu;
3. that there are rules of conduct that are desired by society and that this may even be
of help to the people who have to ensure that they are adhered to internalize them, but
that this can easily result in the development of introjects if they cannot muster enough
role flexibility to let go of the need to exert control in other areas of life;
4. and that there are deeply rooted introjects that influence a person's whole life and
even ones that shape people's lives in a decisive way and

4. Beginning work on introjects by supporting their sabotage
Introjects threaten our vitality. The experiences that gave rise to these beliefs do not
match our real experiences in the present, despite the fact that real experiences in
the present can be clouded by the projection of introjects, leading to a tendency to
experience the whole world as hostile. But even in such cases the introjects cannot
keep up their control on behavior - simply because life is too unpredictable, too chaotic,
too lively and also too seductive. Today life is also too fast and too complex to be
governed by rigid rules and values or to be simplifiable by dogmatic belief systems.
Because that is so, most of us tend to sabotage our own introjects from time to time
when it seems safe and convenient. When the outside control seems to have lapsed or
when our self-control is diminished, for example due to some strong desire or transient
positive aggressive energy that has been liberated in a therapy session we will - usually
hesitantly or secretly - violate our own rules and overstep our own boundaries.
If as therapists we have learned to watch for it we can see this happening in therapy
sessions. Typically, when an introjected rule is violated we will see glimpses of a fleeting
smile betraying suppressed glee as the chronically suppressed vitality breaks through.
If we invite our patients to criticize us and give them permission to become aware,
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together with us, of the other side of their (hopefully) otherwise positive experiences
with us, and to put them into words without fear of retaliation, they will often experience
a feeling of liberation, which they will inevitably express mimetically. We must look and listen - closely, because they will rapidly suppress this new vitality once more.
It often reveals itself in the hint of a shy, fleeting smile that evaporates again as fast
as it has appeared or the voice becomes slightly higher and trembles, or the person
unconsciously makes a reinforcing gesture of the hand.
After I had observed such responses several times I began to address them and
continue working with them. We can begin by drawing patients' attention to them: "I
saw a hint of a smile on your face when you said that (criticism) to me. Did you notice
it? Criticize me again and notice exactly what it feels like! In the next step you can make
a game out of it, one that everybody has known as a child, the "cuckoo game" that
every mother plays with her baby: Therapist: Oh - there it was again, your little smile!
Did you notice it? Pay attention to what you're experiencing now - and then you can
repeat it, laughing, every time you see the smile again. It can, of course, take hours or
sometimes even weeks for it to appear again. Thus we must always remain attentive,
since these small signs of vitality that emerge when we sabotage our own introjects are
fleeting and shy, like birds when we try to watch them.
The next step is, therefore, when patients tell us about how they live their lives with their
introjects from day to day, to watch for the points at which they repeatedly sabotage
them. And where we think we have detected such sabotaging as they tell us their
stories, it will be helpful to ask about them For transgressing introjects experienced as
social norms lead to neurotic guilt feelings or feelings of embarrassment even though
these violations have occurred unconsciously, "inadvertently". That is, they result in
emotional states that people do not like to admit they have experienced and which
they would like to repress or pass over as fast as possible.
The emergence of feelings of guilt and embarrassment at such points is in fact
symptomatic of the presence of introjects that the therapist has often not previously
noticed. We should therefore recognize these feelings as neurotic and distinguish them
from the genuine guilt feelings that arise when we fail to respect values that govern our
coexistence as human beings, be it due to negligence or deliberate action. We should
also differentiate them from the genuine feelings of shame that can be experienced
when someone violates norms of civilization that have been established with great
effort over the course of history – and hopefully have been successfully internalized.
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It is also worth making the effort to clarify these differences in therapy because when
people punish themselves with neurotic feelings of guilt and embarrassment this
sustains the effect of the introjects. When patients feel encouraged by their therapist's
unexpectedly positive response to their sabotaging an introject and risk doing the
appropriate experiments in the safe setting of therapy, this support can help them to
gradually loosen the hold that their introjects have on them. At the same time it sets
free their retroflected aggressive energy,
I am not saying that this is easy. The patient I mentioned above who fell into depression
by overloading himself deciding to accept a job as school director in Africa - against his
better feeling, as he told me - bears a chronic smile on his lips instead of a fleeting and
shy one. It turned out that for him this frozen smile represented a constant begging for
pardon for the sabotaging of his achievement introjects by not functioning well enough
(according to the introjected standards he felt to be his own) in his job. In fact we can
understand his illness to be the sabotage of his Introject itself! And, of course, this
is really tragic for here the sabotage has no chance to be experienced as a liberating
act of his liveliness at work. Not, that is, before he learns to unlock his retroflected
aggressive feelings and act deliberately, consciously.
Yet In my experience supporting patients' spontaneous self-sabotage of their introjects
is the "royal road" to successful therapeutic work on introjects, if it includes the
identification of feelings of guilt or embarrassment as neurotic, i.e. harmful in that they
support the repression of the individual’s own creative vitality. When a Gestalt therapist
supports such sabotaging s/he is entering into an alliance with the patient, and in fact
with life itself. It's hard to imagine a better form of support.

5. Difficulties that may arise when we support self-sabotage of
introjects
However, there are also problems with this approach. Perhaps the greatest difficulty
is associated with deciding where the sabotaging of the introject exceeds the limits of
civilized behavior and the support needs to be withdrawn. Like all attempts to become
emancipated, sabotaging one's introjects can also push the limits of acceptability and
cause harm that destroys not only the introject, but also what is nutritious and valuable
in the environment.
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For example, a patient persistently arrives late for his session. He always has excuses as
to why he hasn't managed to be punctual this time, which he delivers with evident verve.
I suspect that he is sabotaging a punctuality introject and ask him about symptoms
pointing in this direction in his family of origin. Together we identify some. He increasingly
begins to experience his lack of punctuality as a form of self-sabotage, which is, however,
associated with a pleasure that he does not dare to permit himself. I try to support his
apologetic stories and he starts to enjoy telling them to me more and more. I allow him
plenty of time to tell his stories, but never extend the session time, instead helping him to
realize that he himself engineers things so that he arrives late. One day he arrives, late as
usual, in a state of excitement, and says, "This time there really wasn't anything I could do
about it! - HP: What happened? - Patient: I was driving behind a car. HP: Where? Patient:
At a crossroads, and then all of a sudden he stopped! - HP: Aha, were there traffic lights?
Patient: Yes, there were. HP: And what did they show? Patient: It was green! HP: It was?
Patient: Well, after it had happened it was suddenly red."
At this point I felt that we had reached the limit and that it was time to work more on
the patient's own responsibility. After this accident he almost always arrived punctually
for his session.

6. How can we distinguish sabotaging introjects from rebellion?
When adolescents rebel against parental dictates and prohibitions this is a normal
sign that they are beginning to detach themselves from the family, even if this may
sometimes take on dramatic forms and recklessness is often involved. Particularly
when their children are still in puberty, the parents are often faced with the difficult
task of supporting this striving for autonomy or at least accepting it, with a shrug of
the shoulders, while at the same time protecting them from endangering themselves
or making irrational decisions. From the parents’ point of view it is not always clear
what can be assessed as an experimenting with social roles and lifeworlds, which is
important, and what must be considered dangerous. This will certainly not be clear from
the outside perspective of the peers, for whom the parental values and convictions
often seem like introjects and senseless restrictions. Much depends on the prevailing
cultural norms. If they change, the representatives of the parental perspective can also
rapidly begin to look foolish. For example, today parents who refuse to allow their
daughters to go to college because "girls belong in the home" and are soon going to
get married and have children anyway, are probably considered old-fashioned in most
areas of Western society. To support such children when they rebel against such parental
opposition, i.e. the pressure of their parents' introjects, can be an important task for
teachers and therapists. Here sabotaging the parental introjects, which may already
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have been internalized by the children, is defined as legitimate resistance because the
cultural norms have changed. However, because we are living in a culture that is highly
differentiated and also rapidly changing and developing, it is becoming harder to assess
whether a behavior is a legitimate rebellion that merits support or whether it violates
important values. In order to be able to make such a decision a therapist (and not only
the therapist) must have attained a certain level of self-knowledge. For instance, when
parents limit the amount of television their children are allowed to watch or the amount
of time they may play with their digital toys the matter is not so clear. Where is the limit?
Where is the dividing line between preventing digital dementia and stopping a child from
learning how to cope with the rapid developments in digitalization?
In such situations the therapist's attitude, and also his experience, are decisive. Take,
for instance, parents' not unjustified fear that their children could slide into addiction,
or at least abuse of alcohol. It is crucial here to dialogically approach the teenagers and
share one’s own experiences about the pleasures and dangers of drugs with them,
to allow our own views to be challenged and to be willing to talk openly about our own
experiences and, above all, about our fears.
There is also another complication that deserves mention. Sometimes highly resilient
people with strong vitality manage, while they are still children or adolescents, to
escape the influence of parental introjects by rebelling, and succeed in taking their lives
into their own hands. A problem that may occur here is if they tend to cling resolutely to
the values that they have worked out for themselves or discovered in other role models,
as if these were still threatened long after they have reached adulthood. They may then
often be prone to reacting allergically when their hard-won autonomy seems to be
threatened, for instance, in their relationships with their partners. Or, even worse, their
constant inner struggle to overcome their parental introjects can lead them to follow a
"life program" in which the parents retain their power precisely because the daughter or
son feels compelled always to do the opposite of what their parents would do instead
of discovering and following their own needs and values. If and for as long as this inner
split is maintained, the grown up child may lead a chaotic life with strong fluctuations
that result from inner borderline experiencing, feeling torn apart. This may lead what
from the outside looks like an impressive, but reckless and dangerous lifestyle that the
person is proud of. But their almost compulsively over-sensitive reactions to all threats
to their own values is an indication that these values can in fact, like the introjects, act
similarly to a force that is exerted on them from the outside.
Most difficult is to judge whether something should be seen as a liberating rebellion
or as a destructive, constricting source of new introjects, as in the case of religious
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conversions. (I will leave aside the very delicate question as to when, where and to
what extent a political rebellion, e.g. a resistance movement that uses violent means,
can or must be considered legitimate.) This assessment has in our culture and history
usually been contaminated by the typical cases where the majority religions coincide
with the power interests of a priesthood or secular rulers who have always, from the
inquisition to modern sect investigators2, known how to create their own jurisdictions.
But how can and should parents, teachers and peers react when adolescents want to
convert to Islam, thus exposing themselves to the anger of indoctrination by militant
Islamists? This question is not irrelevant since apparently thousands of young men
and women left Western countries to join the IS in Near East countries, a disturbing
fact that needs explanation The young people may believe that they will find meaning
in life in the new religion, or at least stability and a clear value orientation in a world
that they evidently find hopelessly confusing. What is most important in these cases
is apparently to start by mustering a real understanding for the fact that young people
can experience our culture as disturbing, confusing and disorienting. After all it is,
indeed, extremely complex. Here again, what is helpful is an authentic dialogue, in
which we admit to our own experiences of disorientation and again above all to our
own fears. That's one thing. The other is to support these young people to have other
experiences of a different kind, as far as possible through carefully selected trips to
and experiences in countries with different cultures, which are also associated with
meaningful group activities like protecting the environment. Nothing promotes maturity
and growth more than personal experiences of foreign cultures, if they include activities
that are felt to be meaningful.
The distinction between sabotaging psychologically harmful introjects and liberating
rebellion is not an easy one because it depends on the cultural contexts. We have seen
that problems here may arise in 3 cases:
1) Youthful rebellion against the rule of parental norms, often themselves introjects.
The task in education as well as in therapy here is to help the young by authentic
dialogues guiding and supporting the process of self-discovery of their own values and
competencies in their maturing process. An interesting case just newly appeared on
the cultural and political scene in Europe is the “Friday for Future” movement: children
who go every Friday on “strike” demanding from their politicians immediate action
to stop climate change. By doing that during the school time (instead at a time free of
Effecting everybody’s daily life Transl. note: In Germany sect investigators or
commissioners for sects ("Sektenbeauftragte") are church officials charged with
investigating cults, sects and worldviews.
2
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school duties like for instance on Friday afternoons) they deliberately violate the general
duty to attend school. Critics are abundant among the “grown-ups” but there is also
much uneasiness in the reaction of politicians knowing their shortcomings, and fearing
their future electorate and possible violent developments as with the “Yellow Wests”
in France. The implication here is that the best criterion for differentiating between
harmful introjects and healthy rebellion may be whether or not values belong to the
established and long fought for standards of human civilization which are or should
be internalized as opposed to introjected. As I see it in the case of this new “children’s
crusade” for stopping the climate change our civilization itself is at stake; I can see no
better legitimation for rebellion as this threat.
2) If a parental or institutional regime of norms and values is oppressive enough to
suffocate the natural tendency of the young to “invent and discover” (to borrow PHG’s’
expression) their own norms and values through self-experience – and if the person
is one of strong resilience, i.e. energy, courage and external support, then we can (at
least in therapy) often recognize a stubborn clinging to the opposite values. This may
prevent a healthy relation to one’s own real needs and creative resources leading
to unhappiness and confusing conflicts with partners. Here we deal with a kind of
negative introjections which once helped to survive an oppressive atmosphere during
one’s childhood. I have known cases of people still remembering that they decided at
the age of nine years (!) from then on to openly or silently resist all parental introjections.
And how many are those who remember constant opposition and conflict or silent
suffering through their years through educational institutions – and have then become
so over-sensitive in regard to any attempt to influence them that their capacity to learn
may be seriously damaged.
3) In a globalized world containing many cultures sabotages of introjects can take the
form of cultural or religious conversions which imply a complete change of identity.
Understandably this may worry and shock parents and even peers, particularly if such
conversion implies a flight into the arms of islamist radicals. To comprehend these
actions or beliefs it is useful to realize that they may be caused by introjecting from our
culture a need or necessity to develop an singular individual identity through which the
person demonstrates his uniqueness and originality or in the new sociological jargon
his singularity (Reckwitz, 1917). After all sociologists have been unanimous for a long
time in declaring a tendency to extreme individualism as the most important feature of
modern societies.
But young adults in the West may well experience this introjected cultural goal as an
extreme pressure to attain something impossible, especially if they come from the
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educationally underprivileged strata of their society. Possibly they may, at least for
some time, experience leaving their home for a new community offering another kind
of family and a milieu offering an outlet of their frustrations by its celebration of violent
acts as a step into autonomy, while paradoxically searching for moral guidelines with a
clear set of rules and values.
If we keep in mind that introjects are a fully or partly unconscious psychological power
sabotaging the ntrojects becomes even in such radical cases a plausible psychological
solution. Of course this would produce a lot of emotional confusion. Remember that a
decision to leave one’s family would be the outcome of a long inner process which may
well follow a sequence PHG have suggested as typical for neurotic processes where
introjection holds just one place:
“Withdrawal of the self
Resignation
Introjection
Conceit of the arrogated personality
Clinging for security
Need for victory” (PHG, 1994, p. 146)
PHG call this sequence a path of neurotic “self conquest”. Their description of this
neurotic inner journey reads astonishingly plausible if applied to a young adult who
today attempts to find a solution in converting into a new identity:
“Sexual excitation, aggression and grief may to a degree be released in a
compartmented way, but unless one feels that one is risking himself in them, the
fundamental dullness, boredom and resignation must persist; the outgoing acts are
meaningless. Meaningfulness is the same as the excitement of the coming solution.
The premature interruption of the conflict, through despair, fear of loss, or avoidance of
suffering, inhibits the creativity of the self, its power to assimilate the conflict and form
a new whole.” (op.cit, p. 146).
The phantasy involved here is that such sabotage would free them from adult
responsibilities and choices which our society or their parental field seem to demand and
which are experienced as unsatisfying, boring, and empty of meaning. Paradoxically by
sabotaging, i. e. in this case rejecting first secretly and then openly the values and life
styles of their own social background which they have unconsciously introjected they
are driven to a radical turn towards a new (but possibly pre-modern) identity which
may force them also to reject and violate value standards achieved by our civilization,
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as for instance the right of individual autonomy, the protection of their individual human
rights, rational reasoning, scientific standards of truth, and the established monopoly
of the state of the legitimate use of violence. Yet this solution may appear attractive
for sabotaging the values of one’s own culture if it is experienced as an exciting and
energizing adventure because the introject is experienced as a prison convicting
one to an irrelevant existence in an irrelevant world. I would assume that this analysis
is applicable to those growing parts of the extreme right in Western countries that are
prepared to use violence.

7. The values of Immigrants – introjects or internalisations?
Today Western European countries experience the advent of immigrants in numbers
formerly normal only in so-called immigrant countries, i.e. former British colonies like
the USA, Canada or Australia and to some extent France. This new development leads
to problems with which these countries have long been familiar. One basic question that
always arises is: should the states and their communities (beyond economic interests
in cheap labor) support or even push the cultural integration of immigrants who want
to stay in their chosen country or should they tolerate the culture and its values that
the immigrants bring with them? The politics of immigration has a history of its own
differing in each of these countries – and a new chapter is just now opened in Europe,
where the post-communist countries refuse to let refugees cross their borders as Trump
tries at the southern border of the States and probably a post-Brexit United Kingdom
will do, too, while most Western European countries try a controlled immigration policy
emphasizing the necessity of their cultural integration.
This fundamental issue also touches the question of introjects and their possible
sabotage. There is no easy answer. My own notion is that we observe today the
emergence of a global civilization with common values in regard to human rights and
a common technological culture encompassing many different cultures with different
histories and different societal and political systems. This global civilization is in view
of the ongoing or progressing global disasters – the enduring use of wars, the climate
change, the vanishing of species, the threat of IT-consciousness, or the research into
transhuman enhancement projects – of utmost importance. The cultural heritage –
valued in itself by the UNESCO – must take second place behind these larger issues.
From this follows, that the preservation of cultural values originating in the countries of
origin of immigrants to the West must submit to the necessities of integration into the
values of global civilization, even if these values have a history that dates back to the
eras of European conquest of the world and the following colonialism. For instance: the
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mutilation of female genitals still practiced even in some corners of Western societies
cannot be tolerated neither can the Sharia, incompatible as it is with human rights, to
mention just two examples.
These guidelines provide in principle a clear orientation for the decisions to be made, best
by law courts, even if there are and will be many difficult particular issues to be solved.
I realize that especially in the US difficulties may arise from its tradition of religious
freedom, historically closely related to immigration. Yet I postulate that institutional
religion with its extraordinary history of war and sexual abuse should not take preference
over the values of our civilization hard won in our history since the age of Enlightenment
and even earlier.
In regard to our topic this means that in therapy with immigrants we must consider their
own cultural values as introjects! Another question is how best to work with them in
this case. Certainly we should pay special attention to their present family situation and
only slowly begin to address their introjects with great attention to the actual power
situation in their families. Beyond that the family might provide an emotional support
which has to be considered in political decisions supporting or refusing families to
follow refugees and labor immigrants.
Thus in therapy the possible sabotaging of family introjects needs to be carefully
supported, even though the family might also be still an emotional haven. This must
always imply close attention to the emotional conflicts especially of the younger
generation of immigrants. But the goal remains: integration into the global village as
the only place of potential peace and possible creative adjustments. All the more this
is true if we encounter criminal behavior as defined by the new legal environment.
This is certainly a difficult learning process, given the fact that Western societies are by no
means united and homogeneous in supporting the values and civilized standards which
must be the foundation of life in the global village. On the contrary: immigrants have to
learn, that there are many enemies of these value among us, and they as newcomers and
outsiders will be targets and victims of these. To encounter racist reactions is unfortunately
a constant danger in our societies! Immigrants have to learn that Western societies, too,
have much “unfinished business” in regard to the emerging global civilization – that is
part of their integration, and, perhaps, we can eventually win them over as helpers in this
struggle. For those civilized standards can never be taken for granted but must be learned,
achieved, fought for and defended against the danger of their decline. Civilization is never
achieved but an ongoing process and task for humanity.
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There is no denying that presently the old plagues of racism and anti-semitism are
rising up again in the Western world. In fact many old values shared at least by the
bourgeoisie of all societies of the West seem to be endangered. Just to mention a few
examples: the values of respect, courtesy and politeness seem to deteriorate, the truth
of facts was a benchmark of all scientific endeavor which is now constantly violated, the
value of solidarity seems to be neglected more and more while the value of social and
economic equality is simply ignored. It is pointless to deplore these developments
and this is not the place to seriously study their causes. All I want to maintain here is
that they are effecting the daily life of all of us, that they are causing widespread strain
and are in the background of many anxieties and neurotic reactions of our patients and
clients. If these claims are correct, then my next and last question is:

8. Can Gestalt therapy help to avert and reverse the decline of
civilizing values?
I believe it can.
First, I suggest to contemplate again the differentiation between the sabotage of
neurotic introjects, which we should promote, and the loss of healthy internalized
values of civilized behavior which we should help to stop. Psychotherapists need to be
aware of this difference as they work, and orient their interventions accordingly.
The civilization of human beings, the taming of their drives, the control of their hostility
has always been, and still remains, a task for child-raising and adult education. Surely
psychotherapy is something different: its aims are to heal and alleviate, release vitality
and raise awareness. And yet it has an educational aspect, too, since it also aspires
to help discover potentials, support personal growth, work on sharpening the senses
and awaken innate compassion - or at least, Gestalt therapy does. In this sense it is
also a laboratory for promoting civilization and should therefore, committed as it may
be to supporting the sabotage of introjects, take care to avoid instrumentalizing poorly
internalized values of civilized behaviourl in its awareness experiments like supportimg
violent aggression for the sake of mobilizing retroflkected energies. On the contrary,
the focus must remain on the "healthy introjection" that I have been referring to as
"internalization" to distinguish it from neurotic introjection, i.e. the positive aggressive
functions of the self: weighing up, differentiating, critically examining, assuming a
standpoint, being willing to process conflicts, saying No; all these need to be supported
as genuine tasks of Gestalt therapy.
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Gestalt therapy also has another objective: constantly to work on sharpening our
sensory perception and our feelings. The success of securing and furthering the values
of the process of civilization in which we are engaged to develop the rules of contact
in our growing global village, - like for instance fighting violence by learning to be more
aware - will completely depend on whether we manage to become more familiar with
our feelings and to cultivate the art of expressing them better! A strong voice and good
articulation are more effective than shouting; a clearly stated "no!" is more effective
than violence; laughter or a genuinely friendly smile more disarming than ill-humored
compromises; quiet tones are often more touching than stentorian speech. Buddhism
recommends that we detach the feeling of anger from its object – to concentrate
completely on this emotion, observe it without suppressing it! While that is a good
example of a meaningful Gestalt experiment, it needs to be practiced frequently before
it begins to have a sustained effect. However, the most important thing is to discover
the covert sabotages of introjects. It could help to go on a voyage of discovery of our
own introjects and to be aware when the next secret joy lights up in us as we violate
them. Gestalt therapy's contribution to the civilizing of our culture is potentially no
smaller than its contribution to promoting the emancipation processes of individuals.
The lesson of the present cultural situation is that both are complementary in our work
as Gestalt therapists. We must start by becoming aware of this interdependency.
This essay has been translated by Deirde Winter from the German original published in
GEASTALTTHERAPIE, November 2018.
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“Tiger, Tiger …” Aesthetic Values as
Clinical Values in Gestalt Therapy
Dan Bloom

“ ‘Beauty is truth, truth beauty’, that is all Ye know on earth, and all Ye need to
know.” John Keats, Ode on a Grecian Urn
“If you are in the now, you are creative, you are inventive.” Frederick Perls (1969)
Gestalt Therapy Verbatim, p.3

I. Introduction1
The aesthetic2 is central to Gestalt therapy. Its particular organization of sensation
includes the experience of beauty itself. This same aesthetic attitude that creates
art and appreciates beauty accounts for life’s harmonies and rhythms. Aesthetic
This paper was inspired by discussions at the New York Institute for Gestalt Therapy
in the late 1990’s to early 2000’s and especially the original insight of Joe Lay, who
coined the phrase “aesthetic criterion.” The original version of this paper appeared
in Creative License: the art of Gestalt therapy, (2003, Spagnuolo Lobb and Amendt
Lyon, ed.) Most of the ideas here are intact, although my current work reflects further
development of these concepts by me and others, such as Francesetti G, Gecele, M,
Roubal M (eds) 2013,) Spagnuolo Lobb, M (2013, 2018), Bloom (2019) although they
are not included in the text. I consider this paper one of the reference points for the
“aesthetic perspective” in Gestalt therapy. It is not the first. ( Miller, Robine)
1

Aesthethic: Etymology: German ästhetisch, from New Latin aestheticus, from Greek
aisthetikos of sense perception, from aisthanesthai to perceive (Merriam-Webster
Online Dictionary).
2
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qualities animate the life- work of an artist as well as the quotidian events of ordinary
life. The theory and practice of Gestalt therapy is infused with these qualities. It is no
accident that the first and most comprehensive elaboration of Gestalt therapy theory
was written by Paul Goodman, whose efforts in creative literature (fiction and poetry)
were as ambitious as his works in psychology and social theory. His collaboration with
Frederick Perls is the coming together of European psychoanalysis, phenomenology,
Gestalt psychology, and existentialism with the American pragmatism of William
James, George Herbert Mead, and John Dewey (Kitzler, 2009).
Creativity is intrinsic to Gestalt therapy’s focus on novelty, excitement, and the finding,
making, discovering, and inventing of contacting. It is the functioning of organismenvironment. Moreover, this focus links Gestalt therapy with biology since creativity
factors centrally in natural selection. Gestalt therapy takes the process of development
from Smut’s evolutionary biology, where development is a co-creative interaction among
genes, organism, and other environment, enabling maximally successful adaptations
to diverse conditions (Dewey, 1910, 1934, 1958; Oyama, 2000a, b; Lewontin, 2000).
Through creativity, organisms invent diversity, which allows for natural selection
among populations. Contact, which is the awareness process itself, is the experience
of natural selection within the life-spans of aware organisms. Self is the artist of the
human organism and, as the vital synthesis of contactings, it is experience of life itself.
The aesthetic emerges from within sensible experience as the sight, sound, touch, and
even smell of life. It divides the living from the dead.
This chapter will examine the centrality of aesthetics in Gestalt therapy’s ideas of
contact-boundary, contact, self, and creative-adjustment3. This convergence of
aesthetic values with therapeutic values is one of Gestalt therapy’s most unique
attributes as a method of psychotherapy. This attitude in Gestalt therapy’s clinical
approach is its radical power. It continues to inspire our focus on the authority of
experience itself.

The dash in “creative-adjustment” is important. It underscores the wholeness of this
process. It is not adjustment that is creative, where “creative” is an adjective, but a
whole process in which creativity is intrinsic.
3
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II. Contact-Boundary, Contact, Self, Creative Adjustment: The
Heart of Gestalt Therapy
A. Contact-Boundary4
“Experience occurs at the boundary between organism and its environment,
primarily the skin surface and the other organs of sensory and motor response.
Experience is the function of this boundary, and psychologically what is real are the
“whole” configurations of this functioning, some meaning achieved, some action
completed” (Perls F et al., 1951, p. 277).
With this often-quoted passage from Gestalt Therapy: Excitement and Growth in the
Human Personality (hereinafter referred to as PHG), Gestalt therapy attempts to settle
one of the central questions in Western philosophy: the relationship of mind and matter,
or “false split between mind and the external world.” (PHG)
For simplicity’s sake – and with apologies to the rich field of philosophy -- a brief
summary of this important philosophical concern may begin in the 17th century. We
can attribute the philosophical basis for common separation of the world into the
mental and material world, the mind and the body, to René Descartes (1596–1650).
Matter is extended in space; it has physical, measurable characteristics. The mind,
on the other hand, is the realm of consciousness and soul separate from yet linked
to the material world5. John Locke (1632–1704) continued this distinction and further
identified the primary and secondary qualities of objects, noting what he thought to
be intrinsic qualities and those dependent on perception. To Locke, mind is a passive
tabula rasa, a blank slate, whose content is entirely the result of sense perception.
David Hume (1711–1776) approached the mind/body dualism and, with the sharp logic
of his empiricism, severed any way of being certain that our senses could be a reliable
indicator of the external world.
The dash in “contact-boundary” is similarly important, even though it is inconsistently
used In PHG. Without the dash, “contact” is merely modifies “boundary” and
“contact boundary” is merely a “boundary” among others instead of a pivotal locus of
experience’s emergence.
5
Interestingly, while Descartes based his philosophy on doubting the senses until he
could establish what was “clear and distinct,” the founder of aesthetics, W. Baumgarten
(1714 – 1762) suggested another source of truth can be established on the senses,
which were decidedly not clear and distinct.(Wessel, Jr, 1972)
4
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Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) was troubled by questions raised by empiricism. Could
the mind truly be so passive, for example. He looked more closely at he considered
the function of the human mind in great detail; he formulated the synthetic unity of
apperception and suggested that human cognition functions by organizing knowledge
into categories prior to any experience, i. e. a prior. Kant opened the way for Idealism,
which dominated much of 19th- century though. Rather than experience as its concern,
generally speaking, Idealism downplayed experience itself and developed a philosophy
of Ideal.
In the United States, drawing on European developments in philosophy and science,
William James (1842–1910) appraised this formidable gap between cognition and
the material world and re-grounded experience in sensation; he defined perception
as the activity of the organism. Consciousness is no longer a “thing” separate from
the perceived world, but a material and sensible process: the psychical is physical.
James, George Herbert Mead (1863–1931), and Dewey (1859–1952) re-embedded
human experience in biology and began to adapt Darwinian discoveries into human
development (Mead, 1936; Dewey, 1910). Perception is the activity of the aware
organism’s “passage” or process (Mead, 1934). Self is created by social acts; the
“we” precedes the “I,” and remains implicit in it. Life is effervescent with excitement,
an élan vital (Henri Bergson, 1859–1941). Experiencing, moreover, is an aesthetic
process of organism and environment in co-creative poise with grace, harmony,
and rhythm (Dewey, 1934). Experience is a whole process indivisible of mind, body,
feeling, sensation, emotion, thought and motion – a unitary process of contacting at
the contact-boundary, the phenomenal location of experience, of the emergence of
figure/ground,
Gestalt therapy is the psychotherapy of this whole process. “Mind, body, and the
external world” (PHG, p. 255) unite as wholes of experience in contacting. This is a
creative interaction of organism-environment: this interaction creates experience while
it is simultaneously further creating experience. The individual emerges from his or
her social context or field, much as a sculptured human is formed from a block of
marble. As psychotherapy, Gestalt therapy looks to this process and evaluates it by
reference to this emerging figure’s experienced and observed attributes. Fixities, lack
of grace, and dullness, for example, are evidence of interruptions in contacting, losses
of ego functioning, and disturbances of self-functioning that diminish creativity. It is
the fluid process of assimilating the novel that sustains the organism and field (PHG p.
234). This process presents with aesthetic qualities. It is inherent to contact, self, and
creative-adjustment.
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B. Contact
Contact is the process by which a figure emerges from background (PHG p. 231).
Whenever the term “figure” is used in this chapter, it should be understood that it is
a shortcut for saying “The process of the dynamic relationship of figure and ground.”
This “figure” emerges through a process where sensations re-configure and become
perceptions and, depending on the circumstances, reconfigure into further motivations
and actions. Each minute-by-minute detail of contacting contains a developing
aesthetic as a felt and sensed organizing of experience. The qualities of this aesthetic
will be discussed below (III.C.). This is creative activity at contact-boundary. It is
a seamless synthesis of organism and environment with a unity of sensory, motor,
and affective elements. Where a creative artist manipulates the art medium into an
artwork, engages in co-creating meaningful wholes of experience (PHG, 1951; Dewey,
1934, 1958). Each human being engages in the art of living through the undisguisable
aesthetic of creative-adjusting of self process.

C. Self
Self is the structure emergent of the organism/environment field with the function or
teleological end of contacting (Spagnuolo Lobb, 2001). As an on-going functioning of
the contact-boundary, it is at the nexus of organism and environment. It is a synthetic
unity with its own aesthetic. From the organism, self draws on enteroceptions (e.g.,
thirst, hunger, pain) and proprioception (e.g., spatial orientation, somatic sensations);
from the environment it draws on exteroceptions (e.g., touch, sight, hearing)
and the raw material for physical needs. It is the artist of life (Bloom, 1997, “Self:
Structuring/Functioning,” unpublished manuscript). When circumstances require more
deliberateness on the part of the organism to meet its needs, more self emerges at the
contact- boundary. It is co-created by the organism and environment at their meeting.
In sleep, then, there is minimal self, whereas there is more self in any activity that
requires concentration, imagination, deliberateness, or effort. Self is an ever-changing
and creatively developing with the aesthetic qualities of contact: rhythm, grace, fluidity,
vitality, harmony, vividness, cohesiveness. A list of these qualities could continue
through the rich vocabulary that describes the ripeness of life. PHG divides self, for
convenience (p) into partial structures that orient the organism, enable the environment
to be manipulated, and facilitate novelty, yet provide continuity. Identity, and support:
id functioning, ego function, and personality function. For example, a person whose
self-functioning contains disturbances may approach eating with hesitations, selfrecriminations, and disharmonious appetite leading to binging and/or anorexia. The
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aesthetic qualities of this self, then, would be quite different from the fluid organization
of self in harmony with the opportunities and needs of organism-environment (see
III.C., below).

D. Creative-Adjustment
The final concept to consider from the aesthetic perspective is creative-adjustment. A
person experiences an urge or appetite and satisfies it. Or a person writes an article on
the aesthetic in Gestalt therapy and spends many hours organizing ideas into words
and rearranges text on the recalcitrant blank screen on his computer; starts and stops;
stands and sits; and finishes the work with an exhale of relief. In both examples,
either a simple or a complex result is achieved in their creatively-adjusting to different
circumstantial constraints. This is contact creatively transforming the organismenvironment field (PHG, p. 406). Overall, it is how the world is known and lived-in.
If natural selection is the biological process that provokes species into creating
solutions to challenges to its existence, then creative-adjustment is the means by which
people overcome obstacles and adapt as successfully as possible to life’s vagaries.
Creative-adjustment means neither spontaneous discharge of animal impulses nor
automatic resignation to demands of the field, but balances in between. Creativity
with- out adjustment is superficial; adjustment without creativity is lifeless. Neurotic
adjustment is a habitual imbalance in the equilibrium of creative- adjustment, leading
to diminution of contact’s vitality. The more creative solutions a person invents for
any particular circumstance, the more adept a person is at the art of living. Perhaps
the common experience that motivates people to seek psychotherapy is their sense
that their choices are limited, that they are in a constriction-filled situation. It may be a
dark mood that does not abate or a love relationship that persistently brings distress.
Or it may be a sense that the tasks of the world demand responses that the person
is unable to make. In each situation there is a limitation in the person’s capacity to
respond creatively: either to see fully the opportunities that are present or to fashion
new possibilities from what is actually available. In each case the personal aesthetic
of each person is an experience of imbalance, tension, and disharmony. It is artist’s
block.
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III. Aesthetic Values as Clinical Values
A. Psychopathology and Qualities of Contacting
The Weltanschauung of Gestalt therapy is life as creative process. The aesthetic
qualities of contactful experience have describable attributes as direct indicators of
the liveliness of experience itself. Yet, there are formidable obstacles to imposing a
traditional model of psychopathology on Gestalt therapy. A therapy whose model
for optimal functioning specifies the richness of creative responses must avoid a
priori limitations to such responses drawn from categories. There are more things in
heaven and earth than are dreamt of even in Gestalt therapy philosophy. A system of
psychopathology is inherently perilous, since it in-variably implies norms of emotional
health and wellness subject to cultural bias and introjection. But from the very beginning
Gestalt therapy looks to the authority of the experienced field itself, rather than societal
norms; it invites each person to evaluate his own experience with his own criteria.
“Organismic self-regulation” is the wisdom inherent to contacting. “Natura sanat, non
medicus,” nature heals, not the physician (Goodman, 1977).
Rather than a psychopathology using psychodynamic formulations and character
types, then, Gestalt therapy psychopathology is a “kind of art criticism.” When PHG
introduces character types, it notes that rather than being fixed forms they are more like
genres in literature – more like the categories of farce and tragedy in Shakespearean
drama (p. 449). Within these “character genres,” there are many diverse possibilities
and combinations, so that the very meaning of the genre is transformed in each unique
whole: “In applying any typology (...) one experiences the absurdity that none of the
types fits any particular person. (...) It is the nature of the creative – and in so far as
the patient has any vitality he is creative – to make its own concrete uniqueness by
reconciling apparent incompatibilities and altering their meaning” (p.) The therapy itself
is simply to “help the patient develop his creative identity by his ordered passage from
‘character’ to ‘character’” (p.) that is, from figure to figure, always created from the
potentialities of the organism and the possibilities of the environment. “Most important
of all,” writes PHG, “the achievement of a strong [that is, vivid] gestalt is itself the
cure, for the figure of contact is not a sign of but is itself the creative integration of
experience” (p. 232).
Gestalt diagnosis is a hypothesis about contact, containing an experiment that enables
its own evaluation; diagnosis and therapy are identical. For example: “I notice that
when you say the word ‘mother,’ your voice drops, and I lean forward in my chair.
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Would you say your sentence again and notice how it sounds to you? What do you
experience?” The diagnosis is the “noticing that,” which is itself the beginning of the
experiment, the therapeutic intervention. As the experiment continues, it informs
the developing diagnosis and enables further experiment. Thus, diagnosis becomes
experiment, which then becomes further diagnosis, and so on, in a graceful rhythm of
contact.
Sometimes PHG describes “good” and “bad” contact. This use may have derived from
Gestalt psychology’s use of the term “good gestalt,” and has unfortunate connotations
of either/or possibilities (see, also, III.D., below). Further, to speak of contact as “good”
or “bad,” “weak” or “strong,” or most commonly, “in contact” and “out of contact”
is merely to be descriptive, without advancing a useful mode for the evaluation of
contacting. It is far better to evaluate contact with reference to finer distinctions,
such as grace, fluidity, clarity, brightness, balance, and rhythm. These are aesthetic
qualities to describe a creative process and can be employed with all the powers
of their own aesthetic. To refer to an artwork as “bad” does not open a discussion
of its qualities; rather, it closes the door to any meaningful evaluation. However, to
describe its aesthetic attributes is to engage with it creatively. If a person declares her
experience of contact is “bad,” she says very little about her experience. However, if
she describes how cold are her fingers, how tight her lips, how constricted her breath,
and how lifeless the spring day seems to her – a catalog of her aesthetic sensibilities
– already she would be opening to a new experience. This would be Gestalt therapy.
When contact is fluid and flexible, when the emerging figure is bright and graceful,
Gestalt therapy suggests there is little interruption in contacting and all is well in
the world. However, where the emerging figures are dull, indistinct, or diffuse, and
contacting is weak, there is reason to suspect trouble. This could be the result of
deliberate inhibitions by someone aware of environmental restraints as, for instance,
a person may suppress a spontaneous giggle at a funeral. Or it may be the result
of unaware habitual interruptions that are the characteristics of neurotic functioning
and which contain losses of ego functioning and disturbances of self functioning.
The difference between neurosis and vitality is that when obstacles are encountered
in the latter, there is continuing creativity and, in the former, there is confusion and
lack of sensitivity (PHG., p. 465). Psychopathology, then, is a fluid concept based on
experienced interruptions and flows in the stream of contacting.
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B. Intrinsic vs. Comparative Evaluation
PHG distinguishes two modes for evaluating experience: intrinsic and comparative.
In comparative evaluation, the qualities of gestalt forming are contrasted to some
standard extrinsic to the act itself. But if what is being evaluated is the experience of
contact; how can one compare one’s own sense of grace, for example, with another’s?
This splits whole experiences into fragments and declares some abstraction to be
a fixed standard. It is an irresistible invitation to competition and neurotic conflict.
Rather, PHG proposes the intrinsic mode of evaluating, where the standard emerges
in the on-going act itself (p. 288): by its “gestalt qualities” and by achievement of its
end (the “end directedness of process”). An experience evaluates itself – affirms itself,
as it were – by the authority of the attributes that emerge within it as a function of the
organism-environment field.
Intrinsic evaluation looks to the qualities within the experience itself or “gestalt
qualities.” It is axiomatic that Gestalt therapy derives from Gestalt psychology. Paul
Goodman, Fritz Perls, Laura Perls, and all those who followed them, described
the Gestalt psychological principles they drew upon: “the relation of figure and
background; the importance of interpreting the coherence or split of a figure in terms
of the total context of the actual situation (...) the active organizing force of meaningful
wholes” (PHG p. 237). The whole is more than the sum of its parts. Parts can only be
understood as they relate to other parts comprising the whole. There is a tendency
for parts to organize into the simplest whole, which is a dynamic equilibration of
the tensions of the field (Prägnanz) Unfinished situations persist as tensions in the
field. All these are important and useful aspects of Gestalt therapy. Nevertheless, the
Gestalt psychologists refused to be associated with Gestalt therapy and quarreled
with the application of their perceptual and cognitive hypotheses to personality,
psychopathology, and psychotherapy (Henle, 1986). Furthermore, Gestalt therapy
and Gestalt psychology are fundamentally different. Gestalt therapy is adamantly a
holistic approach – the sensory-motor-affective unity of contacting is bedrock; Gestalt
psychology, on the other hand, is dualistic. Gestalt psychology is based on the mindbody split of isomorphic parallelism – events in experience are structurally identical to
but separate from corresponding brain physiology (PHG)
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C. “Gestalt” Qualities or Aesthetic Criterion?
1. “Gestalt” Therapy?
If the above-mentioned “gestalt” qualities are also seen as aesthetic evaluations of
figure forming, then this conflict with the Gestalt psychologists can be side-stepped.
Much of what Gestalt therapy drew from Gestalt psychology can also be carried by
the work of James, Mead, and Dewey (Kitzler R, 2009). These social scientists and
philosophers started their important work 50 years before the Gestalt psychologists
and continued actively writing (on Dewey’s part) through 1950, first as a response to
the challenges of modern science; indeed, much of the Gestalt psychologists’ work
overlaps with their earlier insights. Laura Perls studied with the Gestalt psychologists
Max Wertheimer and Adhemar Gelb in Frankfurt. This is the only direct connection that
is reported between the founders of Gestalt therapy and Gestalt psychology. Yet Laura
Perls objected to using “Gestalt” as a name for her “new” modality, since she thought
it had almost nothing in common with Gestalt psychology (Barlow, 1981, p.37). In
Rosenfeld’s “An Oral History of Gestalt Therapy” (1978), L. Perls says: “Mainly Gestalt
is an aesthetic concept, but Kohler [sic] used it in connection with field theory” (p. 26,
emphasis added).
She would have chosen “existential psychotherapy,” but this name was already being
used by others (Perls L, 1987). The founders wanted to grab the public’s attention. They
chose the name “Gestalt therapy” to herald a break from orthodox psychoanalysis.
Moreover, Gestalt psychology still had a revolutionary reputation at the time they used
its name. It is unclear, though, how widely read Fritz Perls or Paul Goodman were in
Gestalt psychology. “The concept of the organism-as-a-whole,” wrote F. Perls, “is the
center of the gestalt-psychological approach which is superseding the mechanistic
association psychology” (1948). Is this really the center of their approach? In his first
book, Ego, Hunger and Aggression, Perls hardly mentions Gestalt psychology at all; he
gives more weight to a variety of other influences, such as Friedländer’s idea of “creative
indifference” (Perls, 1947). Fritz Perls often referred to his work with Kurt Goldstein
in Germany: “Goldstein broke with the rigid concept of the reflex arc. According to
him, both kinds of nerves, sensory and the motor, stretch from the organism to the
environment” (Perls F, 1948, p. 569). But in 1896, at least 20 years before Goldstein,
Dewey, of course, analyzed the reflex arc as a whole phenomenon (Dewey, 1896).
Goldstein was not a Gestalt psychologist. Although Goldstein worked closely with
Gelb and was certainly influenced by other Gestalt psychologists, he distinguished his
own work from theirs (Goldstein, 1995). He was a neuro-psychiatrist and referred to his
work as organismic, not Gestalt.
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The Gestalt psychology in Gestalt therapy comes filtered through Goldstein’s
organismic lens.
Paul Goodman studied for his doctoral degree at the University of Chicago when that
institution had been a center for American pragmatism. Goodman directly credits
James and Dewey as significantly influential sources for his own work (Goodman,
1972; Stoehr, 1994). The most affecting passages in all of Goodman are his lyrical
descriptions of experience. By contrast, his applications of Gestalt psychology’s ideas
seem to lack conviction, as if they were by rote. The degree to which Gestalt therapy
and American pragmatism are related is a topic whose richness deserves deeper
study, and yet which falls outside the purview of this paper. The nearly seamless flow
of development from American pragmatism to the theory of Gestalt therapy warrants
the assertion that they provide an adequate ground on which Gestalt therapy’s intrinsic
evaluation and aesthetic criterion may stand.
However, this is not a search for the “true” forbears of Gestalt therapy, so much as an
examination of the broadest foundation from which Gestalt therapy developed. The
intellectual river that brought forth Gestalt therapy has multiple overlapping tributaries.
Gestalt therapy comes from the same European stream from which Gestalt psychology,
Kurt Goldstein’s theory of the organism, Edmund Husserl’s phenomenology, Martin
Heidegger’s existentialism, and Hans-Georg Gadamer’s hermeneutics flow. Indeed,
the American pragmatists themselves were familiar with the Europeans Johann Fichte,
Wilhelm Wundt, Ernst Mach, Franz Brentano, and Henri Bergson (Thayer, 1981; James,
1893).

2. Aesthetic Criterion and Pragmatism
John Dewey’s writings on aesthetics, for example, show his influence on Gestalt therapy.
Dewey examined the aesthetic experience as part of ordinary human experience and
sought to recover the continuity of esthetic experience with normal processes of living”
(Dewey, 1934, p. 10). “Biological commonplaces” of experience “reach to the roots of
the esthetic” (ibid., p. 14). The aesthetic of ordinary experience is the harmony and
rhythm of all life and not only the domain of the artist (ibid., p. 16). An experience is
aesthetic “in the degree in which organism and environment cooperate to institute an
experience in which the two are so fully integrated that each disappears” (ibid., p. 249).
This is, of course, contacting. Again, Dewey: “For only when an organism shares in the
ordered relations of its environment does it secure the stability essential to loving. And
when the participation comes after a phase of disruption and conflict, it bears within
itself the germs of a consummation akin to the esthetic” (ibid., p. 18). “Order is not
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imposed from without,” writes Dewey, “but is made out of the relations of harmonious
interactions that energies bear to one another” (ibid., p. 14). Experience is understood
by reason, imagination, and aesthetic perception (Dewey, 1958; Diggins, 1994, p. 319).
In the interaction of organism and environment, there are “rhythmic beats of want and
fulfillment, pulses of doing and being withheld from doing” (Dewey, 1934, p. 16). Here
is organism-environment; here is contact and withdrawal in a flow of process with
intrinsic aesthetic qualities.
Gestalt therapy looks to the observable and experienceable interruptions in contact
as evidence of neurotic functioning. At these moments, losses of ego functioning
and disturbances of self functioning appear as disturbances in the flow of contact
making and withdrawal (PHG; Isadore From, personal communication). Interruptions
are synonymous with Dewey’s aesthetic evaluation of “breaks in the harmony and
rhythm” of organism-environment (1934). These interruptions are felt. They are sensed,
or sensible, by the patient and the therapist. These are not hypotheses or abstractions
– they are sensed actualities affecting the stream of contacting. This is the aesthetic
criterion as a clinical value. It is not that this fluid experiential stream is equivalent
to the inspired process that produces works of art. Obviously, not every experience
is comparable to an artistic masterpiece. But ordinary experience and extraordinary
creations share a common source: the creative impulse with the aesthetic qualities of
harmony, rhythm, cohesion, vividness, and so on. A toddler, for example, is no ballerina
when she stumbles and falters as she creatively-adjusts her maturing capacities to
challenging environmental obstacles; but there is, nevertheless, a harmony and rhythm
to her contacting (Frank, 2001).

D. Aesthetic Criterion as “Gestalt Ethics6”
The aesthetic criterion provides a basis for psychotherapy, but does this provide a
basis for other values? Can there be an ethics of Gestalt therapy? This question is
being posed in contemporary Gestalt therapy literature (Wheeler, 1992; Lee, 2002).
Since it also questions the efficacy of Gestalt therapy’s intrinsic and aesthetic values,
it is worthy of a reply. Psychotherapies are always dragged into the ethical arena. To
the extent that they purport that there are values of normal and healthy functioning,
it is inevitable that they would contribute to those who question the common good
and wonder how best to behave toward one another. Certainly, psychoanalysis readily
migrated into this, and with its emphasis on maturity, delay of gratification, Oedipal
See “Situated Ethics and the ethical world of gestalt therapy,” (Bloom, 2013) for my
further reflections on this theme.
6
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rivalry, and adjustment to society, it became the principal modality supporting a culture
of conformity and competition (Lichtenberg, 1969). Gestalt therapy began as a reply
to psychoanalytic hegemony, but it was misused as a free-for-all ethos in the late 20th
century that is currently being reconsidered. A new “Gestalt ethics” is now proposed
where figure and ground are reconnected and evaluation becomes an assessment
of a person’s relatedness to others (Wheeler,1991, 1992; Lee, 2002; Yontef, 2001).
There is nothing wrong in this reemphasis on core Gestalt therapy theory to correct
previous misunderstanding. Yet, this impulse to assert a Gestalt ethics may turn
Gestalt therapy’s model of human functioning into a tool for comparative evaluation,
if it locates ethical authority outside the process of figure forming, such as with an
assessment of intersubjective relatedness.
Gestalt therapy attends to the forming of the figure, rather than the figure formed (PHG,
p. 231). Content is thus of secondary import. Rather, what is crucial is the elasticity
of how content is found and made. So long as this fluidity is maintained, discovery is
supported and encouraged. This is Gestalt therapy’s evaluation. Values can be wisdom’s
best fruits. Ethics as a mode for evaluating the formed figure is indispensable. It is a
part of the social compact and assures civil safety. But ethics is not psychotherapy. A
just society may be the foundation for optimum fulfillment; it may also be one of the
conditions for increased fluidity in contact and one of its consequences. But this, like
growth itself (PHG, p. 428), is a by-product of psychotherapy. Ethics is both a concern
for just ends and a way to ensure its means. But ethical weather patterns are fickle; the
climate for approved and condemned behaviors is always changing. It is a mistake to
justify extrinsic ethics by resort to Gestalt therapy theory. The quest for a “preferred”
or even a “just” figure impairs the free play of figure formation. Rather, the ethics of
Gestalt therapy is intrinsic to the contact process: it is the self-justifying light of the
emerging figure.
Moreover, the aesthetic criterion assures that valuation will be fluid and experiential and
that it will be always changing as a function of a developing field. The aesthetic criterion
is an ethical criterion only insofar as it is an alert to interruption in this process of human
discovering, contacting. If this alert is sounded, Gestalt therapy proposes, there will
indeed be a disruption in the relationship of figure to ground. But this is available as a
direct experience, not as an opinion of the clinician evaluating from an abstract ethical
construct. Further, this is an experience of the therapist that is offered to the patient as an
experiment: “When you do ‘A,’ I experience ‘B.’ What is your experience?” The moments
of experience are always reciprocal, since they are of the contact-boundary. Clarity,
grace, vividness, harmony, fluidity – these comprise the aesthetic ground for evaluating
human vitality. This is Gestalt therapy’s radical attribute:
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“In its trials and conflicts the self is coming to be in a way that did not exist before.
In contactful experience the ‘I’, alienating its safe structures, risks this leap and
identifies with the growing self, gives it its services and knowledge, and at the
moment of achievement stands out of the way” (PHG., p. 466, emphasis added).
Utopian dreams are woven into PHG. They are of a harmonious world flowing with
natural grace. What if contactful experience, for example, culminates in murder?
Brutality implies the treatment of another person as an object. This is evidence of an
interruption in contact – a splitting-off of one aspect of a whole from an other, and an
attempt to annihilate it (PHG p. 340), probably through retroflection, projection, and
egotism. Ideally, this would be sensed and experienced in the qualities of the forming
figure. But some acts, though passing muster when the aesthetic criterion is employed,
may nevertheless be judged wrong and condemned. Society criminalizes objectionable
behavior, yet sometimes later withdraws its sanction. For example, adultery was once
a capital offense; it was once illegal to teach evolution, purchase contraceptives, or
perform an abortion. The intrinsic evaluation of the aesthetic criterion does not beg this
question but lies outside it. It leaves the non-psychotherapeutic question of approved
and condemned acts – comparative evaluations of the formed figure – to others. It has
always been a mistake to abuse Gestalt therapy by forcing it to justify a behavioral
free-for-all.

IV. Clinical Aesthetic in Practice
Human vitality is its capacity to creatively-adjust to the contingencies of experience.
The neurotic is the failed artist (Rank, 1932) for whom a lusterless neurosis takes the
place of artistic achievement. Yet the creativity of the person is coiled and alive within
the structure of any instance of contact interruption and is available in psychotherapy.
A current symptom was a creative-adjustment to past contingencies that persists as
a creative activity that maintains a fixed gestalt despite changed circumstances. In its
finest distillation of theory and practice, Gestalt therapy focuses on a single moment
in the stream of experience, and especially on its sensible -- aesthetic -- aspects.
Sensation is the portal of sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell from which the aesthetic
criterion emerges. In this section, a moment is abstracted from context so as to elucidate
this point: that within all process there is a creative pulse in creative-adjustment and
that even within apparent neurotic fixities there are vital kernels of contact. The therapy
is support of this creativity, so the interruptions of contacting may become aware. The
powers of the person then may become engaged in finding and making, discovering,
and inventing a new figure. The unaware now aware is assimilated.
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A. A Clinical Example
Roger complains of dull headaches and lack of interest in life. He wonders if he is
depressed. The therapist notices that Roger’s face seems frozen and appears
disconnected from the rest of him. He asks Roger to sense his face and attend to how
his facial muscles change, how he is holding or releasing his expression. The therapist
asks him to exaggerate and play with this contracting and releasing of his face. Roger
appears to alternate among a variety of masks: frowning, open amazement, tight
disapproval, and childlike awe:
“What do you notice, Roger?” Well, I feel excited and sort of out of breath. I seem
to have gone all over the place. “They sit quietly as they attend to the rhythm of their
breathing. Roger’s face seems softer. “Can you feel your face now? “Tears well-up in
his eyes. “I feel sad. Roger begins to weep. After a while, he looks to the therapist and
says, “I forget how many of my friends are dead. I miss them.” His face is flushed, and
his eyes are warm.
Roger’s fixed mask is his creative-adjustment to the magnitude of his losses. It holds
his sadness and his joy within its tightness, crafted in the workshop of his personality
to shield him from overwhelming grief. The interplay of grief, awe, anguish, and joy
emerged when he experimented with this mask; but they were always there. How
else could he have known that he lacked interest in life? These unaware feelings were
held together in the muscular tension displayed by his facial mask. They were his
dull head- aches; the ache was their vitality constricted into pain. Most likely, other
aspects of Roger, including his breathing pattern, carriage, and gait would offer the
same announcement of interrupted contact through their lack of harmony or stiffness.
The therapist chose what was most evident to him as he experienced Roger at that
moment in that session. This choice was a creation of the therapist-patient field, which
is the meeting of two apparently individual perspectives. The first experiment arose
from the therapist’s sense that Roger’s facial expression was rigid and out of harmony
with what he was saying. The experiment led to a release of excitement that became
ground for the second experiment: “Can you feel your face now?” And this then led
to Roger’s awareness of his grief. The sequence of experiment-to- experienceto-further-experiment flowed with its own rhythm. In this example, the therapist’s
vitality reached out to the patient and enabled new figures to emerge, which included
previously interrupted feelings.
Roger’s frozen mask was a reaction formation, since it was how his intense feelings
were maintained in unawareness. Instead of liveliness or sad- ness, he was fixed and
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frozen – as if feelingless. This posture protected him from feelings that were once
overwhelming and thus once an adequate and creative solution to that risk. The
reaction formation masked the repression of the original impulse, permitting any
anxiety occasioned by the emergence of the inhibited impulses to be avoided (PHG,
p. 444). Such a creative-adjustment is a neurotic’s form of art. Yet, unlike the work of a
true artist, this creation served to drain vitality from Roger and, applying the aesthetic
criterion, left him with dull, brittle, and diffuse figures – all of which he experienced.

V. Conclusion
“Tiger! Tiger! Burning bright In the forests of the night What immortal hand or eye
Could frame thy fearful symmetry?” William Blake, “The Tiger”
Contacting, the aware life process, is the organism as artist shaping raw sensation into
meaningful forms. It is the consummation of creation. This is nature alive. Figures and
grounds develop and proceed with a rhythm and harmony specific to the organism/
environment field, their field of existence. These forms of experience glisten with
intrinsic qualities, sound their own vitality, and declare their own authority through the
aesthetic criterion.
Gestalt therapy understands human experience to be imbued with creative life and
provides a method for the fullest expression of its vitality. Contact-boundary, contact,
self, and creative-adjustment are constituents of this aesthetic method. By looking
to the forming of experience itself and its intrinsic qualities, Gestalt therapy avoids
the imposition of restricting values or prescriptions onto life. Its clinical values are
aesthetic values; its attention is on sensible experience. Gestalt therapy holds fast
to the notion that individual experience is a process unfolding within a fluid field. Its
aesthetic qualities are attributes of human beings, who are finding and making their
way through an evolving world. As William Blake expressed it, life burns brightly with
“fearful symmetry.” “Beauty is truth, truth beauty,” John Keats so simply declared. The
grace of the aesthetic is the harmony of contacting and the wisdom of the organism.
This is all we know on earth and all we need to know.
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Organizational Development – from
multiculturalism to interculturalism
Prof. Dr. Emilija Stoimenova Canevska

Abstract
The process of organizational development from the intercultural perspective is probably
one of the most important topics that arise today in the field of organizations. Inspired
by that, we want to present the contemporary understanding of the organizational
development in the multicultural setting, that tends to melt into intercultural context.
We choose the perspective of analysis that is embedded in the gestalt theory and
theory of change. Although the difference is more vivid in the organizational area, the
understanding of the concept of organizational development hasn’t changed very
dramatically from its beginning somewhere at the end of the sixties. If then the idea of
the organization development was defined as “an planned effort, organization wide, and
managed from the top, to increase organization effectiveness and health through planned
interventions in the organization’s “processes,” using behavioural-science knowledge”,
today we could just add that its objective is to enable the organization in adoptingbetter to the fast-changing external environment of new markets/cultures, regulations,
and technologies. The gestalt theory, on the other hand, is giving extensive and fruitful
possibilities for the explanation, mainly thorough understanding of the change process
through the experiential cycle. Hence, all interrelated and deeply enfold in the culture. Our
understanding of the connectedness between organizational development and gestalt
experiential understanding of the contact cycle, are creating the fertile soil for applying
and further development of intercultural attitude as the necessity for growth in this field.

Keywords
organizational development, gestalt cycle of experience, multiculturalism, interculturalism
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Introduction
Living in the world that is in the constant change, in the time that has already moved
far away for the postmodernism, where the difference is the only constant, we have to
keep in mind that humanity is imposed with the most important challenge in front of,
and it is time.
Time is the dimension that determines us as humans, that determines organism no
matter is it a human organism, organization, team, group of people or nation. It also
determines the change and the change process, that is happening on different levels,
and that influence the influences we are coping and living on the daily base. And, the
context embedded time and change, as its determinants.
The aim of this paper is a sort of invitation that is going in the direction of awareness
arising about organizational development, and how change and culture are deeply
embedded in it. The process of the change is the process that influence, organize and
determine, and as such is also influenced, and determined. Within the culture, this
intertwining is reflected in the form of cultural change that unstoppable create the wave
of new unexperienced till than experiences, that are influencing once more, and more
and further.
The emerging globalization of the XXI century is globalizing organizations too, that
very often looks that couldn’t integrate their polarities, especially while trying to spread
their ruts in the soil that differs much from it genuine, they belong to. That process of
integration of polarities is bringing change with all its glittering. Knowing that tradition
is exceptionally resistant to change, some of the biggest obstacles that are interfering
with this process could become obvious within, and due to that, we introduce the
gestalt experience cycle that could bring clarity and more in-depth understanding of
the process of change.
With this very specific invitation, we have to be aware of the multicultural field we are
living in, and the necessity to develop the intercultural perspective that will guide us
further in the designing of a well established organizational developmental process.
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Organizational Development –half a century overview /
organizational development from its beginning till nowadays
Although very much used in the last two decades, the concept of Organizational
Development (OD) is not the new one. On the contrary, its history reveals an older
tradition of organizational science, that by the end of the sixties became more figural.
Namely, we could found one of the first definition of Organizational Development
(OD) given by one of the pioneers in the field, Richard Beckhard, who in 1969, said:
“Organization development is a planned effort, organization-wide, and managed from
the top, to increase organization effectiveness and health through planned interventions
in the organization’s “processes,” using behavioral-science knowledge” (according to
McLean, 2005:6).
Egan in 2002 (based on McLean,2005:67), made the analysis 27 OD definitions, and
derived ten desired outcomes are present in all included definitions, and they are:
1.     Advance organizational renewal;
2.     Engage organization culture change;
3.     Enhance profitability and competitiveness;
4.     Ensure the health and well-being of organizations and employees;
5.     Facilitate learning and development;
6.     Improve problem-solving;
7.     Increase effectiveness;
8.     Initiate and manage change;
9.     Strengthen system and process improvement;
10. Support adaptation to change.
All these mentioned supports our approach to continue in acknowledging complexity.
It seems that the understanding of OD is changed, since “managed from the top” due
to the interconnectivity and interrelatedness of all process, as well as the incorporation
of all of the outcomes written above.
Today, we could state that OD is an obscure approach, that refers to the theory and
practice of planned, systematic change in the attitudes, beliefs, and values of the
employees through creation and reinforcement of long-term training programs. It is
action-oriented, and starts with a careful organization-wide analysis of the current
situation and of the future requirements, and employs techniques of behavioural
sciences.
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The culture in the gap
It is not easy to define culture since everyone ( person, team, organization, nation,) is giving
own assumption on it. Purposely avoiding definitions of culture given by Encyclopedia
Dictionaries, we point on Talia Levine Bar-Yoseph’s understanding, where she stated
that “culture is most commonly used with the assumption that it is shared and accepted
by all…” (Levine Bar-Yoseph,2016:23). In the same book Philip Lichenberg (Levine BarYoseph,2016) said that “culture exists in patterns of reflective interactions that established
shared meanings (Levine Bar-Yoseph, 2016:35), while for more in depth overview of
the concept we refer to Wheeler’s writing in the same book, where it is important to
state Geertz’s understanding of culture as a shared system of communicated meanings
(Levine Bar-Yoseph,2016) In the same book we could find Leila Gultarez understanding
of culture as “ the creative adjustment of a group of people over generations – it is implicit
and in ground (Levine Bar-Yoseph, 2016:209).

From etnocultural through multicultural to intercultural organizational
development
Today, we are very clear that “club” societies or organizations are not sustainable.
The organizations are developing through continents, cultures, religion. And, within
the science and the practice of their improvement is also expanding. In terms of better
understanding, shortly, we will explain these three leading concepts.
Namely, ethnocentrism refers to those communities, organizations, and other entities,
that contain only one culture, religion or ethnic group. We are aware that it is a rarity. A
good example could be Amish communities in the USA.
Multiculturalism refers to those communities, organizations, and other entities, that
contain several cultural, religious or ethnic groups. They are living together; mainly,
they live alongside one another. Some groups could be engaged among themselves,
some not. We are living in a world that is multicultural.
Cross-culturalism refers to those communities, organizations, and other entities,
that basically are comparing different cultures. They understand and acknowledge
differences, although all other cultures are compared with the dominant one.
          
Interculturalism refers to those communities, organizations, and other entities,
that possess and shows respect and understanding for all cultures. They develop
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communication that value the mutual exchange of ideas, values, and norms. So, their
relations are deep and profound. All members are in the constant process of change
since they are interconnected, they learn through each other, and they grow together
strengthening the society or the organization.
Living in the multicultural society of today, that is hardly trying to be cross-culturalism
that is entering into the interculturalism, we are actually dealing with Multicultural
Organization Development, that again is not such a new concept, as sometimes we
assume. According to Bailey W. Jackson, (Jackson, 2014) Multicultural Organizational
Development refers to building organizations and organizational cultures that include
people from multiple socially defined group identities: race, ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, nationality, class, religion, and other social and cultural groupings. Still, it
is not stating that if we could build the mixture, that mixture will work. And, as such
being just Multicultural Organizational Development, seems is not enough, because its
objective is to enable the organization in adopting-better to the fast-changing external
environment of new markets/cultures, regulations, and technologies, that is definitely
bringing the interculturalism as one very figural concept. Based on this, it is more about
building the melting pot, the sophisticated idea that made America great. Of course, with
one added note, to acknowledge that in that melting pot people from multiple socially
defined group identities are melted, and interconnected.
Being aware that interconnectedness is the pillar, we all possess as human beings;
we could find support for this in the concept of the Whole Intelligence, ( Parlett,
2015), where among others interconnectedness is one of an integral part of the
Whole intelligence. Accepting it, we are going toward a shift to intercultural OD where
contact and context are interchangeable (Fransis & Parlett, 2016). Therefore, we are
stating that OD in here and now, is in the period of development where redefining
of Multicultural OD is happening because the organizations show trends to redefine
from multicultural to intercultural. According to our understanding of Intercultural
Organizational Development, it refers to creating organizational change within the
organization, building organizational cultures with awareness and acknowledgement
of the Geert Hofstede cultural dimensions model, that will further attract and involve
people that have intercultural competences, as it’s most prominent potential.
These six basic dimensions from the Geert Hofstede cultural dimensions model are
(Hofstede, Pedersen & Hofstede, 2002):
- Power Distance: explains the extent to which members who are less powerful in a
society accept and also expect that the distribution of power takes place unequally.
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Individualism vs Collectivism: The focus is on the question regarding whether people
have a preference for being left alone to look after themselves or want to remain in a
closely knitted network.
- Masculinity vs Femininity: Masculinity implies a society’s preference for assertiveness,
heroism, achievement and material reward for attaining success. On the contrary,
femininity represents a preference for modesty, cooperation, quality of life, and caring
for the weak.
- Uncertainty Avoidance: describes the extent to which people in society are not at
ease with ambiguity and uncertainty.
- Long-Term vs Short-Term Orientation: Long-term orientation describes the inclination
of a society toward searching for virtue. Short-term orientation pertains to those
societies that are strongly inclined toward the establishment of the absolute truth.
- Indulgence vs Restraint: revolves around the degree to which societies can exercise
control over their impulses and desires.
Those potential will give added value to the organization since they will have the
ability to develop targeted knowledge, skills and attitudes that lead to behaviour and
communication that could be effective and appropriate in the context that is based on
intercultural interactions.
Pointing further on these targeted knowledge, skills and attitudes, we are emphasizing
mainly Gestalt Organizational Development Approach as the cornerstones of the
Model we are proposing as the Intercultural Gestalt Organizational Development, that
is incorporating change process as an inevitable part of it.

Gestalt Organizational Development Approach as a founding pillar
of Intercultural Organizational Development
The answer or better answers to the question of why Gestalt Organizational Development
Approach is chosen, are:
-         The approach is alive;
-         It supports authenticity;
-         It is experiential and holistic;
-         It supports the multicultural and intercultural model of Culture and Contact
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One of the most prominent author that is emphasizing the culture as a context and as
such influence our understanding of Intercultural Organizational Development is Gordon
Wheeler. He proposed specific Gestalt approach to culture and multiculturalism, that
not just deconstructive and dialogical, but the approach that has its own deconstruction
tools, used for questioning us that are using it. This approach is based on eight
propositions that are fitting in the holistic gestalt approach, always challenging the way
we are understanding culture, and intervening within the culture, seen as a challenging
and complex field. Therefore, we will list them (Levine Bar-Yoseph, 2016:51-61):
1. All contact is cultural contact;
2. The encounter between consultant and client is intercultural exchange;
3. All culture is multicultural;
4. Boundaries depend on context;
5. Gestalt Dialogical approach is crucial intervention in cultural issues;
6. The main focus is on supports;
7. Experiment as such could be seen as the organizing attitude; and
8. Multiculturalism as a value and Intercultural Contact as a condition of personal
growth.
All these mentioned are giving the basic stability toward improvement-oriented
Intercultural Organizational Development.
Marie‐Anne Chidiak stressed that Gestalt psychotherapy theory and practice could
support the facilitation of change management efforts in organizations. Her findings
are going in a direction that support emphasizes the need to attend in change
management efforts to three interrelated capabilities: Sensing, Supporting and
Sustaining, as she said. Further on, these capabilities, according to her understanding,
highlight the significance of the need to follow, and stay open and, to balance the
support and challenge in the change process. The necessity to remain focused during
experimentation and after that, incorporating and integrating the achieved learning for
a sustainable change, are assets that are of the equal importance as all previously
named (Chidiak, 2013).
Following the traditional understanding of the gestalt experiential cycle that is explaining
the process of experience, we are all going through, no matter is it presented as a wave
by Cleveland School (Zinker,1978) or as a circle by Metanoia (Clarkson, 1989), we
recognize the similarities among capabilities of Sensing, Supporting and Sustaining, as
defined by Chidiak, and phases of the experiential cycle that are named as Sensitization,
Mobilization, and Satisfaction.
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It is figural that where actually the process of assimilation occur as essential and
prerequisite part for integrating the gained knowledge in the function of change
pointing on Chirdiak’s Sustaining, while where we are referring on Sensing, we are
mainly stressing phase of Sensitization (that is emerging from the fertile void on one
side and Confluence on the other, while willing to stay at it is, or trying to avoid the
upgrading stimulation that is provoking Sensing) and than Awareness. The capability of
Supporting is resonating with the phase of Mobilization that is a precondition for Action,
and without it any gaining will be uncompleted. The missing phase of Introjection is
partially avoided here, due to the fact that very rarely introjection is supporting, although
such examples are profoundly imprinted in our being, and could literally guide us on
the complete unconscious level toward the acquisition of the desired action.
On the following graphic representation, the areas that these three capabilities are
presented1.

Graph 1: The experiential cycle (adapted from Clarkson, 1989) with 3S
Capabilities   (Chidiak, 2013)
The experiential cycle (adapted from Clarkson1989) with 3S Capabilities (Chidiak,
2013) added accordingly by the author of the text
1
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As it could be observed, these 3S Capabilities, are going along the experiential cycle,
in this case, presented as a cycle based on the Clarkson’s presentation of it. Being
aware of the six Hofsted’s basic dimensions, we could clearly understand the complex
relational interplay that occurs in each and every moment of our presence in the field
of Intercultural Organizational Development.
Also, it is necessary to be acknowledged that referring to the Gestalt Experiential
Cycle we are very often referring to the Gestalt Cycle of Change. On the next graphic
representation
(Graphic 2), we are pointing to the Gestalt wave of experience, that
often is named as Gestalt Cycle of Change, pointing on its interruptions too.

Graph 2: The Gestalt Cycle of Change and it’s interruptions (https://
pawprintsofthesoul.wordpress.com/2012/05/14/70/ accessed on 05.05.2019; ) with
3S Capabilities (Chidiak,2013) added by the author of the text
And, if we now enfold all previous said in the intercultural realm, we could understand
as following:
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-         The culture is not changeable;
-         We are acknowledging what it is, ours as well as of the others;
-         Creatively adjusting to it;
-         Accepting dialogical approach and experimenting attitude, we are always in
process of personal growth;
-         That is further influencing the context we are coming from;
-         And as such the process of contacting is ever present and everlasting.
It is very important to be noted that through the process Sensing, we are using all
our contact functions that are informing us about the context we are entering in. It is
all about support how to create and sustain contact, that at the end is bringing the
change, that when experienced with satisfaction is implying the growth on individual
as well as on the group / organizational level.
One of the most prominent gestalt practitioners in organizations Frans Meulmeester
in 2006, wrote a Guide for Gestalt Practitioners in the Organizations where the main
motto is Changing while Standing Still.
In our understanding, capacity to stay still could be achieved through presence with
acknowledgment. And than, the process of change is present in the most subtle and
productive form. That is the field in which, everything is interconnected, and Intercultural
Organizational Development could be established as a flow we are facing.
Final Remark instead of Conclusion
It is very hard to bring conclusion at the end.
We want to point out that we are facing a challenge in front, still there is a plenty
of material that is could serve as a common ground for establishing and improving
Intercultural Organizational Development (Pedersen, 2004; Jin, Guo & Luo, 2016; Antal
& Debucquet, 2019).
Using the basic literature from Gestalt therapy (Perls, Hefferline & Goodman, 1973;
Polster & Polster, 1973; Mackewn , 1997; Barber, 2006) we are moving step forward
toward improving Gestalt Intercultural Organizational Development.
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Facilitating Gestalt Reminiscence
Group Therapy Sessions: Maltese
elders with dementia, their relatives
and the residential-home carers – A
case study
Rose Galea & Mikela Gonzi

Abstract
Even though reminiscence-based approaches have been used widely with persons
suffering from dementia, there has been little research on the experience and outcomes
of reminiscence work, particularly in gestalt psychotherapy groups and in the Maltese
context. This reflexive qualitative research paper focuses on our experience of
implementing short-term reminiscence gestalt group therapy sessions with elders,
together with their family members and care-givers, in a Maltese residential home.
It is a case study that constitutes a qualitative, interpretive approach to understand
the experiences, features, behaviours, and processes of one bounded unit. Both
the experiential and the research experience were carried out from a humanistic,
phenomenological, existential and social-constructionist conceptual framework. Using
a case study methodology, five participants suffering from mild to moderate dementia,
together with their relatives and health care workers participated in the group, which
consisted of one initial meeting, eight multi-sensory therapy sessions and one final
evaluation meeting. Semi-structured interview questions were used for feedback and
evaluation. Results are discussed in terms of effectiveness, benefits and limitations of
the group experience, particularly within a residential and Maltese context.

Keywords
dementia, gestalt group therapy, multi-sensory, reminiscence, care-givers
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Introduction
This case study describes the implementation of a reminiscence-based gestalt therapy
group in a residential home in Malta, involving people with dementia, their relatives and
care-giving staff from the home. The conceptual framework for the reminiscence group
therapy was embedded in a humanistic person-centred approach, whereby the person
with dementia is “respected as an adult person of value and worth, with a unique life
history, individual preferences and needs, who is offered choices and supported in
being as independent as possible” (Woods & Clare, 2008, p. 524). The main research
question for this study was: What is the experience of facilitating a reminiscence group
therapy session with Maltese elders suffering from Dementia, their relatives and the
residential-home carers?
As gestalt psychotherapy practitioners in the field we inherently worked from an
existential and phenomenological positioning both experientially and also researchwise throughout the process. In practice this involved an integration of reminiscence
therapy, a multi-sensory approach, gestalt group therapy and working with the triad.
The triad consisted of the elderly person, the family member and a care-giving staff.
Our social-constructionist influence allowed us to stay open to their narratives,
wording and discourse, in a way that could support communication, experimentation
and experiential application within the group and individually. Encouraging participants
to discuss historical events and personal memories, as well as to evaluate these
experiences, provided a therapeutic situation that was affirming and nonthreatening
(Ingersoll & Goodman, 1983).

Literature Review
Dementia has traditionally been understood as a neurodegenerative biomedical disease
with a prognosis of irreversible deterioration. Recent research however, challenges
this perspective, suggesting that personal history, interaction with others and the
social context have an influence on the person’s behaviour, actions and quality of life,
alleviating or postponing at least some of the negative consequences associated with
dementia. Such studies highlight the importance of adopting a humanistic, personcentred approach while interacting with persons with dementia, an approach that was
central to our conceptual framework and intervention.
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Reminiscence Therapy
Recently considerable empirical literature is emphasising the therapeutic value of
reminiscing (Woods, O.Philbin, Farrell, Spector & Orrell, 2018; Woods, Orell, Bruce
et al. 2016; Woods & Subramaniam, 2012; Woods and Clare, 2008; O’Conner et al.,
2007; Zauszniewski et al., 2004; O’Leary & Nieuwstraten, 2001; O’Leary & Barry,
1998). A common contemporary theme under discussion is the sense of profound
loss that many persons with mild to moderate dementia express, including that their
abilities are failing them and that they are becoming estranged from the world, unable
to interact with others and to engage in once meaningful activities (Onor et al., 2007).
Clinical studies dating back a few years now, have since demonstrated that the use of
reminiscence helps elderly persons cope with depression, grief, guilt and suppressed
emotions (Ingersoll & Goodman, 1983).
Researchers are now looking at how the self in dementia is co-construed through
everyday language and behaviour and how self narratives convey a sense of personal
identity. Communication, particularly through reminiscing, is critical in bridging the
person’s subjective experience with that of the external interpersonal context (Onor et
al., 2007). Participants in reminiscence groups did in fact report experiencing greater
life satisfaction, increased well-being, and increased social interaction through sharing
of common experiences and providing a support system for each other (Zauszniewski,
2004). Many researchers have concluded that reminiscence therapy increases the elderly
persons’ psychological health, is positively associated with self esteem and helps older
persons maintain a sense of equilibrium and security (Ingersoll & Goodman, 1983).
Experts in the field are now carrying out meta-analysis of the studies researching the
use of reminiscence in dementia. One study, for example found that “some immediate
and longer-term psychosocial benefits” which included “mood, well-being and aspects
of cognitive function” (Woods & Subramaniam, 2012). Another interesting very recent
meta-analysis revealed that
[Reminiscence therapy] has the potential to improve psychosocial outcomes for people
with dementia. Effects are small and can be inconsistent, varying across intervention
modality and setting. Individual approaches were associated with improved cognition
and mood. Group approaches were linked to improved communication. The impact on
quality of life appeared most promising in care home settings. Diversity in reminiscence
approaches makes it difficult to compare them, and the field would benefit from the
development, evaluation, use, and sharing of standardized approaches (Woods,
O.Philbin, Farrell, Spector & Orrell, 2018).
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Multisensory Interventions
There is growing recognition that persons with dementia are often quite aware of their
situation and can contribute important insight about their experiences and needs (Clare,
2003). In speaking about Cognitive Stimulation Therapy (CST) Spector, Thorgrimsen,
Woods, & Orrell (2006) recommend that one way of accessing such experiences and
needs is by the use of multi-sensorial stimulation in which a variety of stimuli are used
that tap at vision, touch, hearing, taste and smell are carried out. According to the
authors it is often a combination that is most effective (O’Connor et al., 2007). The use
of music for example, in everyday dementia care can improve quality of life. Singing
has been found to decrease aggressive and agitated behaviour, increase cognitive
capabilities and improve social interaction, and reminiscence focused music therapy
groups appear to reduce depressive symptoms (Topo et al, 2004; Koffman, S., 2000).
Engagement in art activities has been found to be relaxing, encourages concentration
and enhances self-esteem (Mottram, 2003).

Gestalt Group Therapy
Group advocates advise that group therapy with older adults offers social interaction
that counters isolation and loneliness. Additionally, it offers the opportunity to address
diminished self-worth and disengagement, promote the development of social
networks, cope with diminished feelings of autonomy, build support within a new social
environment, deal with problematic institutional relationships, and maintain a sense of
self-continuity (Cummings, 2003). No single therapeutic model exists when working
with elders. Rather it is an integrative multi-sensorial approach to group therapy that
appears to be the most effective course to address the wide spectrum of treatment
needs (Leszcz, 1996, cited in Cummings, 2003).
While there are few articles that focus on the use of gestalt therapy with elderly persons
suffering from dementia, there are even less that focus on combining gestalt with group
and reminiscence therapy. One study, written several years ago, highlights that Gestalt
reminiscence therapy expands reminiscence to include such aspects as dealing with
unfinished business, expressing feelings, enhancing contact, focusing on the present
and recognizing the contextual dimensions of the lives of older adults. Members of
such groups are provided with an opportunity for greater interpersonal communication
and participation in a group process (O’Leary & Barry, 1998). Another later study
identified various memories relevant for older adults through the use of reminiscence
gestalt therapy and highlighting several main memories related to objects, locations
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and people, past achievements, historical occasions, and personal events, sensitive
issues. Moreover, this research found that “interpersonal bonds are forged through
the creation of links between individuals reminiscing” (O’Leary & Nieuwstraten, 2001).
An interesting chapter is Stephen Koffman’s (2000) title “Gestalt Life Review Model” in
which he gives an interesting extensive overview of life review. Through this, he highlights
the relevance of gestalt therapy in working with older persons: “With Gestalt group
therapy, the emphasis is upon the importance of helping an individual to greater contact,
understanding, and integration of the “whole self” in the here and now” (p.42). Different
to the typical psychotherapy groups, in the Gestalt life review group process, group
members are given specific stimulus prompts to reminisce. Reminiscence narratives
throughout the group process, provide the opportunity to be “affected by and make
contact with each other in the here and now” (p.43). Multisensory interventions support
figure formation for reminiscing, and provide a fertile ground to intervene with creativity
and spontaneity, supporting increased awareness, contact between group members,
and greater dynamism in the here and now within a relational setting. Moreover, since
an existential positioning is an integral part of gestalt psychotherapy and gestalt therapy
founders and pioneers in the field were influenced by various spiritual traditions, the
approach is often found to be a profound and spiritual experience (Williams, 2006).
When combined with a developmental model and the concept of creative adjustment,
the relevance of this approach emerges, particularly in the elderly person’s movement
towards the end of life. As Bleeker (2013) explains
Here lies the difference with working with the elderly. There is a completely different
perspective in life: maybe, and even very probably, there is no time to change anything.
So the developmental need is a different one. One has to deal with what is and how life
has been…The perspective is not so much: “How can I live with my illness, limitations,
circumstances?” But “how can I die with what has been?”…The question for the elder
is? What I have done in my life, has it been good enough?” If yes: the [disabilities],
limitations, even loneliness, are bearable. If not, there is frustration. The perspective
of the old [person] is the most existential one. This makes the Gestalt approach so
appropriate…(p.285)

Working with the triad
Adams and Gardiner (2005) use the term “triad members”, for what Woods, Keady &
Seddon (2008) have described as the ‘dementia care triangle’, in order to point out the
importance of working with the elderly person, the relative and the residential carer as
a triad rather than in isolation. They suggest that health and social care professionals
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need to reflect critically upon their own practice, particularly to consider whether their
practice is contributing to either the disempowerment or empowerment of the triad
members.
“Families do remain involved; they do not abandon the person with dementia; they
visit, and continue to visit, although the changes brought about by dementia may
make this more difficult” (Woods, Keady & Seddon, 2008, p. 24). In view of this, it
makes sense to involve the relatives who visit. The contact in the group provides a
different space and experience in which to relate to each other in a qualitative personcentred way further enriching the quality of the relative-resident relationships, which
may be burdened by the dementia and by the fact that the elderly person lives in a
residential home. Brodaty & Berman (2008) cite a number of researchers who claim
that the caregiver is often regarded as the ‘second’ or ‘hidden’ patient. A promising
development in the area of working with elderly persons with dementia is in fact, the
involvement of family caregivers in reminiscence work (Gibson, 2004; Thorgrimsen,
Schweitzer & Orell, 2002, in Woods & Clare, 2008) which wherever possible is essential.
Increasingly, a greater integration between interventions for caregivers and intervention
for people with dementia is being seen today.

Methodology
This qualitative research study uses a case study methodology whereby the full process
of the initial meeting, group sessions, participants’ feedback and the evaluation
meeting, were the ground content for data collection and analysis. Themes from the
data were elicited and discussed. A case study generally constitutes a qualitative,
interpretive approach to understanding the experiences, features, behaviours, and
processes of one bounded unit. The essence and value of a case study resides in its
(typically) holistic and in-depth characterisation of individual entities in context. This
permits researchers and readers to gain a newly grounded understanding of different
issues and themes (Duff & Anderson, 2016).
For this research, our aim is to gather a deeper understanding of the experience of
elders suffering from dementia, along with their relative and the caregivers at the
residential home through the use of gestalt reminiscence group therapy over a period
of time. Generally, the case study research approach can represent any entity, such as
a family, a program, a group, or even a country, where particular practices are salient
and the complexities, interactions, and dynamics of the system can be examined within
the fullness of the case (Duff & Anderson, 2016). As Duff & Anderson (2016) discuss,
there are steps for conducting case study research:
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The first two steps in conducting case study research are (a) finding a suitable, timely,
and interesting issue to investigate that is informed by current theoretical and empirical
research, and (b) identifying a potential site (context) or individual(s) in which to explore
the target issues. A number of other aspects of a case study must then be explored,
related to the sampling and selection of participants (cases), the unit(s) of analysis,
methods and types of data collection, data analysis and interpretation, and the writing
up of the report e.g., as a thesis, a dissertation, a journal article or chapter, or a technical
report. (p 9)

Planning, preparation and ethical considerations
In view of the nature and aim of this particular group, we believed that ethical practice
required careful screening and proper preparation of all participants. In order to do this,
it was necessary to consider screening and selection issues by thinking of the common
characteristics that we hoped would bring the group together. Such characteristics
included having as much of a homogenous group of elderly persons as possible, meaning
that the elderly persons all had mild to moderate dementia. The aim was for each of the
elderly group members to be able to participate in the group at the same level and for
us, co-therapists, to try our best to move at and maintain the same pace for all the group
members. Furthermore, homogeneity was critical in avoiding any feelings of ‘being left
out’ or of not keeping up with the rest of the member’s needs and process.
Another common characteristic was that the relatives who participated in the group
each had a caring role with the elderly person outside the group. This was based on the
belief that attending the group would give them the opportunity to have some quality
time together, without needing to fully engage in the caring role. A third criteria was
that at least one nurse or carer would be able to attend most of the group sessions,
and if unable to, would be replaced by someone else in order to pass on information
about what we did in the group. We also asked that this carer/nurse is a person who
is usually committed and enthusiastic to help in activities organised by the home, and
with whom the elderly persons usually get on well. The members of the group were
thus identified in a way that we hoped would foster the development of relationships
amongst the triad.
As the selection of the group members took place, an initial letter was written
for the members of the group in order to provide all the information related to the
group members and their relatives. This served to ensure that whoever was going to
participate in the group was aware of what the group sessions would consist of and
was informed well enough to choose whether to participate or not.
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We began with an initial meeting, followed by a total of 8 sessions and closed off the
experience with a final evaluative meeting. We would begin one session at 9.00am and
continue till 10:15am, followed by a break in which coffee, tea and biscuits were offered.
This was also the time in which group members had the opportunity to socialise and to
get to know each other. The break was beneficial for the relatives who used this time
to vent out their feelings and to find support in each other. The next session began
at 10:30 till 11:45am, after which the group members left the group for lunch. This
schedule happened twice weekly, meaning that the whole intense brief-intervention
was completed within three weeks.
The materials used included pictures, photo-language and personal photos in order to
tap into the visual memory; food, for olfactory and taste sensory stimulation; music for
auditory; art and clay for tactile, kinetic, motor-sensory and cognitive stimulation; and
costumes and props for acting out role plays and addressing the senses holistically.

The residential care context
The residential home within which the groups were held is a government home subcontracted to a private service that runs it. Opened in 1994, the home is built on
three levels around a central court yard and has a private garden and an in-house
chapel. Each of the home’s levels is painted in a different colour in order to aid elderly
persons find their way around the home. Large windows allow natural light to enter the
wide corridors and speakers around the house allow for soft music to be played. The
welcoming reception area is at the heart of the building, with sofas and chairs where
most elderly persons sit and chat, also close to the big dining room which links to the
adjacent Day Centre. Residents and non-residents make regular use of the day centre
and can partake in all activities organised there. Apart from being close to the village
centre, a zebra crossing with lights, parking spaces and a bus-stop right outside the
home allows for easier access to and from the home.
A preliminary meeting was held with the residential home’s manager, to discuss
the logistics, needs and aims of the group. The group was carried out in an easily
accessible multi-sensory room, within the residential home. This provided a familiar,
safe and confidential space, separate from the busy environment of the home.
During this meeting, the manager explained that the number of residents in the home
is 167. There are 80 members of staff of whom 2 are part-time nurses and 45 are
health care workers. Whilst the members of staff attempt to run the home in the best
way possible, the limited number of staff often limits contact with the residents, puts
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pressure on the workers and at times leads to burnout. In view of this, the idea of
holding a reminiscence group and involving some of the staff was welcomed as an
opportunity to increase person-centred contact with the elders in the group.

The participants
The elders were 4 females and 1 male, their ages ranging from 60 to 94 years. All
names have been changed.
Victor, the only male in the group is 60 years old and apart from dementia has
Parkinson’s disease and has become rather dependent on the residential carers. He
enjoys socialising with other residents and has an enjoyable sense of humour. His
wife moved into the residential home in order to take care of his everyday needs. The
couple attended all sessions together.
Pauline, a 70 year old female was described as very nice, orderly and educated, yet
“lost in a world of her own” needing motivation to get out of bed and to participate in
activities. Both her daughters took it in turns to attend the group sessions.
Ines, even though wheelchair bound, moves around independently getting from one
place to another on her own. She is 76 years old and enjoys participating in activities
organised by the residential home. She has no relatives who come to visit her and none
attended the group.
Katerin, an 87 year old, also uses a wheel chair and has become fully dependent on the
staff for everyday living. She finds it difficult to accept that she is in a residential home
yet calms down when her son visits her every afternoon. Her son managed to provide
us with valuable information about his mother during the initial meeting however was
unable to attend other sessions due to work commitments.
Cettina, the eldest in the group is 94 years old and still able to walk and care for herself.
At times she becomes disoriented claiming that she is going home and requiring
assistance to find her room in the residence. Her sister’s granddaughter takes on the
caring role, visits her regularly and also attended two sessions.
Additionally one nurse attended most of the sessions, and in her absence, other carers
joined the group.
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The aim and content of the therapy sessions
The introductory meeting
An introductory meeting was held with the participants during which we re-read the
initial letter and moved on to eliciting the group rules that the participants wished to set
including: group privacy, confidentiality, listening to each other, respecting one another,
and accepting what each other says. We ended by giving a brief overview of the basic
logistics and of the sessions’ themes. The idea was to support the initial creation of a
supportive ground for the group.
Session 1: Getting to Know You
The aim of this session was to support initial contact and facilitate communication
amongst members in order to gradually get to know each other. We wanted to create
a safe space in which they could feel comfortable and free to share information about
themselves. In practice, we began by using a ball of string which was passed from
person to person whereby each introduced themselves. Towards the end of this
exercise a cobweb-like design emerged. We processed this, eliciting the idea that
together, we are creating a network of communication amongst the group members.
A big map of Malta was put up, and members were encouraged to speak about the
towns or villages that they came from. This brought smiles and comments and was the
beginning of reminiscing, particularly when some members realised that they grew up
in the same areas. Paper figures, representing each group member were stuck onto
the Map.
Session 2: My Childhood
The aim of this session was to assist the elderly persons in the group to begin eliciting
crystallized memories from their childhood and adolescent years. We began by laying
out galletti, bigilla, fazola, stuffed olives, almond biscuits and other typical Maltese food
on the table. The group members truly enjoyed this part of the session. While eating,
they socialized with each other. We supported the emergence of a discussion about
the different types of food that existed in their childhood. They spoke about soups,
different traditional plates, recipes and memories which they associated with such
food. We then moved on to filling and discussing a user-friendly questionnaire about
their childhood, adapted from Spector, Thorgrimsen, Woods, & Orrell (2006, p.21). This
not only provided us facilitators with further information about the group members but
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also supported the staff member and relatives to get to know more narratives about
each member of the group, supporting more depth, connectedness and richness
within the group.
Session 3: Those Were the Days
The aim of this session was to tap on preserved memories and bring them back to life
through the use of music. In order to cover the wide age range, prior to the session, we
prepared various songs from the years 1920 to 1960 and played them at the start of the
session. It was a fun and moving session, whereby several members of the group sang
along, some recalled life events associated with particular songs, while others wanted
to sing their own għana (Maltese folklore songs).
Session 4: My Life Story
This session focused on using the visual senses through photo-language and personal
photos in order to bring preserved memories into awareness. Photo-language is
the use of symbolic evocative photos in order to stimulate a person’s subconscious
and past experiences, facilitating conscious concrete expression of feelings, values,
memories, wishes and thoughts (White et al., 2009). Pictures of Maltese scenes
including traditional food, labour, art, religious ornaments and landscapes were laid
out on a table. The participants looked at these images and chose those which they
were drawn to. They then organised the chosen pictures onto a chart, together with
the personal photos which they brought. This was done with a relative/carer/facilitator,
providing a warm opportunity for easier communication and socialisation. At the end
of this session, each of the members showed and presented their charts to each other
and we attached them to a wall on another side of the room. Several powerful memories
were brought to the present through this work.
Sessions 5 & 6: Narratives and Role Play
The aim of the 5th and 6th sessions was to use role-play and drama so as to bring the
most significant memories of the elderly person’s lives into life. The materials required
were props related to the significant events of each of the elderly person’s particular
life event to be played out and a camera to record the event. These were main events
that emerged in previous sessions. Together, the significant memory chosen (Holy
Communion; a day on the farm; the honeymoon; learning to write; and a wedding
ceremony) was acted out in order for them to re-live the experience in the present.
Members of the group participated in each other’s role play bringing a sense of joy,
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laughter, and significant memories into the present experience. It was a beautiful
experience of re-enactment in the company of each other.
Session 7: Defying time and memory
The focus of this session was to symbolically and creatively come up with a metaphor or
image that gathers within it the meaning and intensity of the lived experience narrated
in the previous session by using tactile senses. The participants were given clay in
order to sculpt, concretize and shape this experience. The aim was for their chosen
experience to symbolically defy time, living on in the present.
Session 8: Another experience to remember
This was the last session being held with the group members with the aim of closing
the group process and to address any unfinished issues. An exercise using motor
movement through drawing was carried out in order to emphasise closure. Prior to the
session, we drew a picture on a chart that combined aspects of the 5 narratives which
had been role played. The picture was cut up in the form of a jigsaw puzzle with a
piece per person. The session consisted of colouring in their piece. Each part was later
brought together to form a whole picture representing each and every member.
Participants were then invited to share any significant moments, experienced throughout
the sessions, which they would like to remember. Prior to this session, we had also
prepared some clay baskets with flowers in them, along with special personalized
cards for each of the participants with a message and with the photos taken during the
role-plays. These were handed out as a form of closure.
Final meeting
The aim of this meeting was to invite group members to give us their feedback in
order to assist in evaluating the sessions. Semi-structured questions were prepared in
order to elicit information about the various aspects of our intervention. Themes were
elicited form the interview and will be discussed below embedded in the evaluation.
Participant's own quotes were also included.

Evaluation
Following each group session, we engaged in a self-reflexive exercise, whereby process
notes were written, discussed and themes elicited. The evaluation here is based on
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our notes, on reviewing related literature, on the participants’ feedback and on our
retrospective observations following the whole experience.

General overview
Intervening from a person-centred conceptual framework encouraged the participants
to share personal memories and past significant events with the other group members,
giving value to their unique narratives, life stories and personhood. This happened whilst
simultaneously enriching their personal relationships with their relatives and widening
their social network by getting to know other elders and having the opportunity for
better and more meaningful contact with the staff who participated.
All participants spoke positively about the group experience. One participant shared:
“Everything, everything struck me. I always enjoyed myself” whilst another expressed
that she learnt from us, that we learnt a lot from them too, and that if her siblings would
have attended they would have surely enjoyed it. Another shared: “I enjoyed it. I said
to myself I never saw things like this! I cannot really tell you what I liked most because I
liked everything” and another: “I always enjoyed myself…when we acted – even more!”
Several participants described their most enjoyable moments: “What can I say!?...
Everything! The photos that you took and what you wrote…and that of the rabbit”;
“Pottery: the spaghetti…the food”; “When we did the pretence holy communion”; “I
was happy with the donkey, and with the clay basket that you made for me!”
Some participants spoke of difficult moments in the group, including: being unable
to express oneself through drawing “When you draw sometimes you get stuck…
sometimes you’d want to do something and it doesn’t turn out as you want it to”; the
use of reading “Because I don’t know how to draw, I don’t even know how to read…but
I would wish to know”; and the use of clay where not all participants were able to find
a symbol and thus simply made shapes of things which they liked or had created in the
past, such as a plate of pasta, a basket of fruit and a well. Asked whether they would
change or add anything, they suggested: reading some stories, using paint, sharing
past memorised stories such as fairytales and legends, and speaking more about war.
One relative also wished for more space for self-expression.
All residents said that they would choose to attend a group like this again should the
opportunity arise: “Of course. I’ll come!” and “If I had to come, I would come because
I enjoyed it…because I need help from others”.
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The group process seems to have empowered the triad to move beyond their typical
roles and into an I-thou, person-to-person relationship. For example, in one session
Victor expressed appreciation towards his wife, bringing tears to her eyes: “Of course
of course [points to wife] Maria reminds me! And very much, very much. Maria – there’s
no one like her!” His wife added that, at the time of the group sessions, one of her
children exclaimed: “I didn’t know that you love my father so much”.
Pauline and her daughter also moved beyond their usual carer-dependent roles. As
Pauline added pictures of Rabat, her hometown, her daughter flicked through an album
and carefully selected photos, which held significance for both of them. This process
brought back memories of special occasions, such as being on television, birthdays,
parties and so on, aiding Pauline to recall more and more experiences. Through the
various activities, particularly the role play, her daughter was able to witness her
mother’s stories as a young woman during her days of romance. The reminiscing
brought both the mother-daughter and the woman-to-woman relationships to the
foreground, pushing the carer-dependent roles into the background. The daughter
actually felt the need to share how meaningful the experience was for her and that
more such sessions should be organised.
The nurse in the group also experienced a shift in relating to the residents. She felt
that she got to know Katerin in a more personal way. Even though in the past she
had attempted to converse with Katerin she found that her unclear memory prevented
getting to know her. Through the multi-sensory reminiscence sessions, Katerin and her
son shared some stories and information about her background. The nurse felt that
such information aided in understanding Katerin better and in making their previously
rather limited conversations richer and more meaningful. She also shared that the
opportunity to be in the sessions allowed her to spend quality time with a number of
the residents and to get to know them better.

The use of reminiscence therapy
One participant shared: “I get bothered and worried when I see myself forget…so you would
want someone to help you to remember.” The use of reminiscence therapy proved to be
beneficial, particularly in assisting us to, together as a group, move beyond concerns about
socializing, or about abilities and memories failing them. Ines shared “I felt comfortable. I
was shy of them, of the others. When I could, I spoke to you!” She explained that at first,
she was quite self-conscious and in fact, in the initial sessions did not participate much
because she was shy and preferred speaking to us rather than to the other group members.
However, as she began to feel more comfortable, she started to communicate more.
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Reminiscing and sharing their personal life stories provided them with the opportunity
to get to know each other better. For example, Cettina attached photos of her family, a
photo of herself with the village priest and stuck pictures of village statues and saints.
Ines stuck pictures of little chickens, rabbits and farmers and put some photos, which
she had of herself with a horse and a friend. Katerin stuck pictures of windmills, farmers,
animals, sewing needles and thread.
Victor attached pictures of Valletta, the city in which he grew up. He described his
experience as a DJ playing music in parties and spoke of his work, driving trucks in
the desert and working locally at the shipyard. His wife selected significant photos and
recounted experiences, aiding Victor to gradually recall such memories. She shared
that she was particularly amazed at how he remembers stories which she assumed
had forgotten and that the sessions helped her shift her view of persons with dementia:
“I realized that people with dementia can communicate between them. I realized that
they still have a lot to offer. When they find someone, who is dedicated and has the
time, and knows how to interact with them, they open up and express themselves”.
Listening to each other’s stories brought further personal memories and humour
into the group. Similar to what Zauszniewski et al. (2004) claim, we saw that through
such an experience we were able to address the socialization aspect whereby the
elders were offered the chance to talk about experiences, rather than focusing on
past difficulties or health-related issues. One exercise focusing on their childhood was
particularly helpful for the group members since it assisted them towards remembering
a number of childhood details which they were unable to recall in the initial meeting,
including for example how many siblings they had and what they did when they were
younger, in terms of a job or helping out at home. As they spoke about their parents,
fond memories began returning, and they recounted significant episodes in their lives.
One cannot ignore the reality however, that bringing back past memories included
experiences of trauma, grief and sadness. Ines explained that she still recalls being a
little girl and hearing the bombs coming down during the war. She narrated that she
had gone to hide under a truck and this saved her from getting hurt. Katerin shared
that her childhood was very sad because her mother died when she was young. As a
result, she had to help out at home and had to sew and cook as a child: “Some things,
I would want to remember, but other things I prefer not to remember …but it is good
to be able to learn…but in my case, at the best time of my life I lost my mother, when
you lose your mother when she’s still young [did not continue the sentence]…but I
enjoyed hearing yours [here she meant listening to the experiences of the other group
members]. In fact the exercise focusing on childhood was rather difficult for her. Whilst
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her son provided her with information about her own family, which was hard for her to
recall, he also explained that she might prefer not to bring back memories of her sad
past. We were sensitive to this and supported the son and his mother throughout the
exercise.
In these moments, the presence of the other group members proved to be helpful
and supportive. As they listened to each other, different stories lightened the group
atmosphere and injected humour into the group. Victor recounted that as a child he
used to like taking baked pasta “mqarrun” to the bakery to bake the dish for the family
and would end up eating some of it on the way home. Victor’s wife was surprised to
hear him recount these stories. She claimed that she had never heard them before or
thought of asking him much about his childhood. She decided to do this more often.
Her realization reflects what Woods (2008) explains, that persons with dementia recall
more memories from early life since such memories are over-learned, well rehearsed or
have particular personal and emotional significance for the person concerned.

Challenging moments
Studies indicate that persons with dementia actively engage in a preservation of their
self, using a variety of strategies. Several modes of communication are used in order
to express a need, wish or feeling that may sometimes become a challenge for staff,
caregivers, or for group facilitators (Woods & Lamers, 2007). In fact, throughout the
group process this was experienced with some of the group members, including for
example, wanting to visit the bathroom every few minutes and standing up from the
wheel chair with the risk of falling over. We reflected on the formation dynamics of the
group, referred to as the ‘orientation stage’ by Forsyth (1983), a process marked by
mild tension and guarding techniques. In this light, this may have been the participants’
own way of communicating their initial discomfort of being in the group. In view of this,
we chose to address each situation differently according to their wishes and needs.
Retrospectively, we concluded that this group reminiscence experience must have
originally been unfamiliar and foreign to their everyday lifestyle and interaction. However,
as group cohesion, support, trust and communication increased, it was noted that the
group members were feeling more comfortable, indicating a shift towards the ‘norming
and cohesion stage’ (Forsyth, 1983). What may have been viewed as ‘strategies’ or
‘challenging behaviour’ eventually diminished and interest and participation increased.
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The gestalt group therapy experience
Several participants’ comments confirm that the experience of being part of a group
was one which they enjoyed and appreciated. Some elders’ comments were: “I enjoyed
seeing us gathered together”; “Seeing the union”; “You enjoy it, with company”; “I
enjoyed it very much and I will keep remembering you”; “I will pray for you because to
meet people like you is difficult”; “I really enjoyed it! Because there was this cohesion”;
“Brilliant! I enjoyed it”.
All members preferred to be in a group, rather than having individual intervention.
Some explained that “you can hear other’s ideas” and that this was a new experience
for them “I enjoyed it because I never heard these things”; “I mentioned you, I waited
for you…I’m really sorry for you that you are not going to continue coming, I got used
to you…they teach me, yes…”. A relative shared: “I felt better as the elderly were
encouraged by each other. We got to know that the elderly with dementia are different
than each other”.
Throughout the work, we were in touch with the fact that the phenomenological and
experiential conceptual framework that is integral to our work as gestalt practitioners
supported the group processes. Most participants also claimed that they felt comfortable
expressing themselves in the group. A relative also explained: “I was relaxed here,
being in a group…birds of the same feather, there is someone to listen to us… the carer
was interested in us.” Through the group, some participants also realized that they
came from the same village and enjoyed speaking about people they knew and sharing
fond memories of their community including the village windmill. We felt that the group
served to increase socialization amongst the elders. Moreover, it facilitated a sense of
unity and cohesion and provided an experientially safe and fun space that encouraged
self-disclosure, communication, experimentation, creativity and humour – a process
which we and the triad truly enjoyed. Sessions, particularly the last ones, touched upon
a spiritual and existential part of their life journey.

Bridging the internal world with the external.
Several activities throughout the sessions bridged the participants’ ‘internal world’ with
the external. This seems to have happened with all members of the triad.
The relatives felt that the group sessions, including the coffee breaks, provided them
with the opportunity to vent out their normally suppressed emotions related to caring
for a relative with dementia. In fact, whilst being sensitive to this, we soon realised that
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in their enthusiasm to share their common feelings, they were easily forgetting that the
elders were present in the room with them. In view of this, we felt the need to contain
and be somewhat directive with regards to when, where and how they shared their
frustrations, out of respect for the elders.
The carers, particularly the nurse, shared how much they wish to have more meaningful
contact with the residents, yet how difficult they find this due to their busy schedule
and work demands. They shared that this experience gave them the opportunity to get
to know the group members in a different more personal and unique way.
Several activities aided the elders to reach out to the group. Using food for example,
not only brought back memories but also triggered a wish to teach us some old
recipes. Katerin explained how she cooked “minestra” (a vegetable soup) and Cettina
shared that she often helped her sister out with cooking for her large family of eleven,
occasionally cooking sea turtle, pigeon or quail soup. Clearly, it had been a long time
since they had tasted this food, and missed the different tastes. This part of the session
also served to provide the space for venting out their current feelings and frustrations
of being in a home that needs to cater for so many people at the same time, and that
consequently they miss the simplicity of the traditional Maltese food, which is rarely or
not provided at the residential home.
From a gestalt perspective, such bridging between the internal and external worlds highlights
a movement towards the integration of different aspects of self, identity, and of past and
present into one meaningful whole, somehow tying past realities, such as childhood
memories, significant events, favourite music and food, to the present realities of being much
older and residing in a residential setting that is so different to past life experiences.

Integrating the past self with the present
Research demonstrates that the elderly persons’ identity, together with their quest for
meaning, “often involves an integration of past selves with present selves” (Ingersoll
& Goodman, 1983, p. 247). Our own experience of facilitating such a group concurs
with this. We observed that combining reminiscing with being in a group and with
multi-sensory activities, provided the elders with the space and time to re-construe
the self through their interaction, dialogue and narratives. This not only bridged the
internal world with the external but also integrated the past self with the present. One
participant’s words succinctly describe this: “You renew the memory – of the old times
– a bit for the person and maybe even, if the person has a breakdown in the present,
the memories of the past helps him feel better”.
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The session in which music was used, also demonstrates this clearly. Victor explained
that when he was younger, he was a disk-jockey. During the session, he and his wife
sang “Unchained Melody” and “Singing in the Rain”. Pauline sweetly sang “I love
Paris”. The other three women began recalling a number of ‘ghana’ which is folklore
singing. Initially shy, Ines sang the following with sparkling eyes and a big shy smile on
her face:
Kemm nixtieq li nbusek bewsa
Hekk li naf li nħallas lira
Il-lira tmur u tiġi
W l-bewsa tibqa’ tifkira!

How I wish to give you a kiss
Even if I have to pay a pound
The pound comes and goes
And the kiss remains as a memory!

Katerin went on to sing an impromptu Maltese ‘Ghana’. Compared to her rather silent
participation in previous sessions, it was as though she sprang to life:
Waħda addoċċ ser nagħnnilkom
Tiġi sew jew ma tiġix
Jekk ma ttunix rigal sbejjaħ
Iżjed, ma nqabblilkomx!

I’m going to sing one haphazardly
If it comes out well or not
If you don’t give me a nice present
No more, will I rhyme.

Katerin sang this in a teasing way. She then shifted from this humorous song to a more
solemn one, in which she spoke about her own memory loss:
Ara waħda sa nqabbilek
Li taraħha, ma tarax iżjed
Għax moħħi daqt jispiċċali
Imbad, ma nqabbilx iżjed

Look, I am going to rhyme this one for you
Once you see it, you will no longer see it
Because my mind will soon finish for me
And then, I will not rhyme any more.

Through her song, Katerin was expressing that she is going to sing a song which
she will no longer recall, and more than that, does not know how long her mind will
keep conjuring such rhymes anymore. This clearly shows that she is very aware of her
memory loss. It also demonstrates a sense of resiliency, in terms of how she relates
to others if given the opportunity. She seems to know that with someone she trusts
she can be, she can sing and she can joke, even though when that now passes, it is
possible that she forgets what would have been said.
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Discussion
From the very initial process of preparation, to the implementation of the group
sessions, the closure, evaluation and research writing process, one needs to take into
account the relevance of the conceptual framework from which we were working. The
phenomenological existential and constructivist positioning, supported a powerful
experience of creativity, experimentation, dialogue and collaborative inquiry – all
inherent values of gestalt psychotherapy. Our interventions were grounded in the belief
that once a clear safe and supportive ground was set, persons in the group would
feel safe enough to relax some of the old anxiety and at the same time have the “real
life” urgency to use the therapeutic group context for “safe emergence” and “proximal
learning” through supportive experimentation (Wheeler & Axelsson, 2015).
Through the group therapy experience, members met as ‘person to person’. As
Meulmeester (2013) writes,
…working from a Gestalt approach with Dementia is not a matter of going for the big
success. It is a matter of being able and willing to be with the person in his world,
taking this world seriously and following him in his direction and tempo.(p.352)
This ‘being together’ provided intense significant moments of ‘I-thou’ (Buber, 2004)
in which the caring relationship - which for practical reasons often takes on an ‘I-it’
relationship due to the demands - could shift into a more personal, equal, respectful
relationship. One may say that the contrasting polarised roles of nurse-patient, carerdependent, high functioning-helpless, life-energy, youth-age melted away so that the
group experience became a space where one person meets another. Through this
experience, there was a shift in the staff and carers’ functioning, attitudes, and mode
of relating. Interventions, focusing not only on the patient but also on the caregiver,
seemed to have had an effect on the well-being of both. This concurs with the concept
that giving value to the caregivers, the social environment and essentially, seeing them
in terms of a network of interactions and relationships, can have a major influence on
the person with dementia (Meeks, 2006; Woods, Keady & Seddon, 2008).
The presence of both the carer and the elderly person in the group did in fact elicit a
rich sense of spending quality time with each other, providing them with the opportunity
to re-visit past memories together. In addition, the presence of the relatives seemed to
help the elderly persons be more grounded, present and oriented. This presence also
supported and encouraged the elderly persons to participate in the group and gave a
sense of stability and serenity.
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The smile on the elderly person’s face as the relative helped out, narrated or participated,
was enough to indicate the positive effects of having involved the relatives in the group.
In contrast to the negative emotions that were occasionally expressed in the group, the
determination, dedication and love of the relatives towards the elderly person emerged
clearly. It became evident that at times, the caring role that the relatives may need to
take on may easily become a ‘fixed caring pattern’ in which the consequence is that
it is difficult to simply sit together, rest together, be playful, tease, joke, narrate, or
engage in reminiscence. Ultimately, such a functional role makes it difficult to simply
be together. This can also be said for the carers who participated in the group. Through
this experience, they too had the opportunity to simply be with their patients, without
the need to fully engage in a caring functional role. They could listen to their stories,
work out the clay with them, add their own stories, relate to music and pictures, and
act in the role-plays.
Interestingly, the forming stage of the group process took on a pattern in which the
conversations typically occurred between the group leaders and the participants.
Gradually, the members of the group developed enough comfort and ease to begin
relating directly to one another. As the sessions progressed, group members showed
a high degree of interest in and affirmation of one another. They began to express
a greater range of feelings through their narratives, all of which were received with
empathy and support by other group members. This experience concurs with other
research reports (Ingersoll & Goodman, 1983). Through the process of reminiscing,
participants found comfort in sharing their limitations with one another, in particular
about their memory loss, their dependency on others and their physical disabilities.
The group did progress towards meaningful relational contact. By the end of the group
sessions, the group members were all able to express feelings of joy, happiness, grief
and loss.
For the Maltese population, the value given highest priority is the family (Abela, 1999).
The Maltese have retained their strong attachment primarily to the family, meaning
that within the Maltese culture a good number of family members tend to take on an
active role as carers of relatives who suffer from dementia. Some caregivers care for
the patient willingly and cheerfully while others do so grudgingly and became more
distressed. The combination of loss, prolonged distress and the physical demands of
care-giving increases their risk of physical health problems. In fact, frustration and grief
are frequently reported by caregivers, as are hostility and anxiety (Brodaty & Berman,
2008). This very phenomenon was something, which we came face to face with in our
interventions with the relatives in the group. The sense of guilt, anxiety, frustration, and
grudges emerged and needed to be handled in a way that did not allow these emotions
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to turn into long monologues of criticism or into dialogues based on complaint-related
discourse.
In our interventions with the group, a need related to education and information
emerged. In fact, educational, psychological and social support services that provide
information about dementia and support caregivers to express and cope with their
emotions, are crucial for persons caring for relatives with dementia (Onor et al., 2007).
Our intervention was based on providing information that was informative to the triad as
a whole. It was important to describe the information in a way that the elderly persons
could also follow and comprehend, without feeling “talked about”. It was also helpful to
present this in the form of a dialogue in order to avoid entering the ‘teacher’ or ‘expert’
position and to speak in a way that was person-centred (Spector, Thorgrimsen, Woods,
& Orrell, 2006).
Over the years, research has begun to explore how persons’ subjective experiences
of dementia are shaped within the context of their personal relationships with carers
(Clare & Shakespeare, 2004; Forbat, 2003a; Hellström, Nolan, & Lundh, 2005a,
2005b, cited in O’Connor et al. 2007). The safe, containing environment created in
the group provided a space for group members to share significant past events.
This helped members speak about particular emotionally charged experiences in
the group, providing detailed information for the relatives and carers. Moreover,
the experience contributed to members recognizing the universality of age-related
challenges (Toseland, 1990 cited in Cummings, 2003). Relatives acknowledged that
they are not alone and that other family members have similar difficulties. In fact, two
relatives who were members of the group claimed that after the group ends, they can
find support in each other.
Interestingly a small pool of literature speaks about the teaching function that
reminiscence may offer. Both the older adult and the listener can be enriched by the
reminiscence process (Ingersoll & Goodman, 1983). This happened in the session,
and in fact also emerged in the evaluation and feedback, where one group member
claimed that she enjoyed teaching us. After all, as Spector, Thorgrimsen, Woods, &
Orrell, explain “using past memories is an excellent way of tapping into a strength
many people with dementia have: the ability to recall experiences from much earlier
in their lives” (2006, p. 8) and the ability to teach the younger generation as a result of
their lived experiences and wisdom.
A number of cultural issues may be reflected upon, which include: the elders’ and
relatives’ perceptions of living in a residential home; little education in relation to
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persons with dementia; religion as being an integral part of the participant’s identity;
and the traumatic impact of World War II on the Maltese elderly population.
Implementing the reminiscence gestalt group therapy in a Maltese context brings
with it the challenge of remaining open to stories about the Maltese history, heritage,
craftsmanship, religious beliefs, milestones and traditions of the past and present.
Both the Maltese culture and landscape has changed significantly over the years. In
practice thus, we engaged in looking for photos and paintings describing pre-war and
post-war Maltese scenes and asking other older persons about songs and about what
music the Maltese enjoyed listening to in the past. We experienced that doing so gave
space to richer, fun and more meaningful narratives and dialogue.
Additionally, on a national scale, dementia is only recently being recognised as an issue
which requires specific support and intervention, with increasing services existing to support
individuals with dementia. Luckily, the residential home in which we intervened welcomed
our proposal to carry out a reminiscence group particularly due to their sensitivity to the
residents’ needs. However, lack of education and little information, may present a challenge
with regards to implementing the group in other Maltese residential homes. Talks to staff
and management may assist in increasing awareness and in introducing such groups.

Limitations
Several limitations were noted urging us to reflect on what we would do differently next
time. Primarily this was a short-term brief intervention which, even though effective,
may have been more beneficial if it was accompanied by follow-up maintenance
sessions.
Also, it would have been preferable to have had more commitment from the relatives
and staff. Perhaps an earlier talk during which education about dementia, therapeutic
intervention, the caring role and existing services, given to both relatives and staff,
would have served to encourage greater participation in the group. Earlier notification
and discussion with both staff and relatives may have allowed for better logistical
planning and attendance.

Recommendations
The group and our recommendations highlight the great need that relatives who take
on a caring role also have within this context. A relative said: “They have to realize
that the person with dementia has needs, and also those who take care of them have
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needs.” Support groups for relatives, in conjunction with such reminiscence groups,
would provide the safe space to vent out feelings freely in the support group and may
simultaneously help in containing the expression of suppressed emotions when with
the elders. The opportunity to give written feedback may also serve to write out their
emotions and wishes on paper, whilst also passing on evaluative information to the
facilitators and management.
Finally, another suggestion was that children who are relatives could be invited to such
groups too. A relative claimed: “it would promote integration and respect towards elderly
persons” and a participant explained: “I wish to give children what I didn’t have myself”.

Conclusion
Studies have shown that elderly people in homes tend to spend much of the daytime
period either asleep, socially withdrawn or not involved in any type of interaction or
activity. The interaction in some studies was described as passive interest and awakeinactive (Woods, 2008). This did in fact characterize the initial sessions with the elderly
persons. Nonetheless, as the group progressed, the sense of apathy turned into
excitement, motivation, participation, activity, interaction and involvement in the group.
In describing the gestalt therapy process, Wheeler & Axelsson’s words capture the
significance of our lived experiential process with the group
We are cocreating our experiences, not just with the people who are currently present
with us, but to as greater or lesser extent with every significant person and experience
we have had up to that point in our lives…Support grows out of the contact we have
and have had with our social and relational environment (2015, p.79).
The experience was particularly moving for us. We felt privileged to have had the
opportunity to create a relationship with each participant and to have embarked on a
learning curve through our contact with them. This, in fact, was what motivated us to
write about the richness of such an experience.
The climax of the experience was during the eighth session when we combined the
jigsaw puzzle pieces into one whole picture. The participants expressed that they were
moved in seeing how it combined each of their individual stories into one group picture.
As we handed out the clay baskets and their individual cards, the session took on the
feeling of a ritual. It was a beautiful experience. We shared with them the joy of the time
we spent together and how we had learnt so much through them and their narratives.
The participants also expressed a high sense of appreciation at having been given the
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opportunity to be part of this group and some of them had tears in their eyes whilst
acknowledging that the sessions were at an end.
Our experience stands to demonstrate that the process of intervening and
communicating with persons with dementia requires all carers to reflect on what the
person with dementia is expressing, verbally, non-verbally and through body language.
Maintaining the personhood of each person with dementia is basic to recognising the
continuous ongoing process of construing the self in relation to the past, the present
and to the internal and external worlds. Being part of this process was a learning
experience embedded in meaningful contact.
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